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Figure 2-1. Current Employment Density
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EXISTING PLANS AND PLANNED PROJECTS
ACHD PLANS

ACHD Integrated Five-year Work Plan – 2019-2023

The Fiscal Year 2019 – 2023 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP) is the mechanism in which
maintenance and capital projects are programmed.
https://www.achdidaho.org/Departments/PlansProjects/IFYWP.aspx
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE WHITEWATER + VMP PLANNING AREA:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

State St, 36th St / 27th St: Widen State St to 7 lanes with HOV/transit lanes, curb, gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes in accordance with the State St Transit and Traffic Operational Plan
(TTOP) and the 2016 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). This project may include an access
management component.
State St, Collister Dr / 36th St: Widen State St to 7 lanes with HOV/transit lanes, curb, gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes in accordance with the State St TTOP and the 2016 CIP. This project may
include an access management component.
State St and Wylie Ln Pedestrian Crossing: Install an enhanced pedestrian crossing (pedestrian
hybrid beacon) on State St at Wylie Ln (east side) as identified in the Northwest Boise
Neighborhood Plan.
Main Street and Fairview Lane Reconfiguration
Wylie Lane Bikeway Signage
Northwest Boise Bikeway
38th Street roadway/sidewalk project

Fairview and Main Local Streets Improvement Plan (2017)

ACHD, in cooperation with the City of Boise, developed the Fairview Avenue
and Main Street Improvements and Local Streets Plan that evaluates and
recommends infrastructure improvements to the area around the one-way
couplet of Fairview Avenue and Main Street.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE WHITEWATER + VMP PLANNING AREA:

• Fairview Avenue parking protected bike lanes
o Main Street buffered bike lanes
• Main Street and Fairview two-way cycle track on the bridges for the Boise
River.

EXISTING PLANS AND PLANNED PROJECTS
Northwest Boise Walking and Biking Plan

The Northwest Boise Walking and Biking Plan identifies future pedestrian
and bicycle projects within the neighborhood.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN/ADJACENT TO THE WHITEWATER + VMP
PLANNING AREA:

• Add sidewalks along Taft Street from Sycamore Street to 36th Street.
• Install a shared-use path to connect the Boise Greenbelt to the Willow Lane
Complex.
• Widen/enhance bike lanes along 36th Street from Hill Road to State Street
• Add bike route along Taft Street from State Street to 36th Street.

North Boise Neighborhood Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan

The North Boise Neighborhood Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan identifies future
pedestrian and bicycle projects within the neighborhood. Projects identified in
this plan promote safe, effective, and convenient walking and biking facilities for
residents and visitors.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN/ADJACENT TO THE WHITEWATER + VMP
PLANNING AREA:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Street: Install crossing located at 35th or 34th Street
State Street and Clover Dr: Install crossing
Taft Elementary walking routes
32nd Street, State Street – Hill Road: Add sidewalk
Burke Street and 36th Street: Enhanced crossing across from Sunset Parking
(e.g., markings, RRFB)
26th Street, State Street – Hill Road: Designate as a bike route connecting West
End to North End
18th Street, State Street – Hill Road: Create bike route to parallel Harrison
Boulevard

Roadways to Bikeways Plan (2018 Addendum)

ACHD updated elements of the 2009 Roadways to Bikeways Plan. Since this plan
was completed, ACHD and its partner agencies have adopted several plans,
including eight neighborhood-level bicycle and pedestrian plans, and policy
documents that affect bicycle planning and design throughout Ada County.

PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE WHITEWATER + VMP PLANNING AREA:
• Main Street and Fairview Avenue, Boise Greenbelt – 15th Street:
Improvements for protected bike lanes/paths.
• Taft Street, Sycamore Drive – 28th Street: Bike lane improvements (buffered,
shoulders).

EXISTING PLANS AND PLANNED PROJECTS
• State Street, 26th Street – N Gary Lane: Bike lane improvements (buffered,
shoulders).
• 2nd Street, US Highway 26 – Boise Greenbelt: Bike lane improvements
(buffered, shoulders).

CITY OF BOISE PLANS
30 th Street Master Plan (2012)

The 30th Street Master Plan established a vision and long-term development plan
for the 30th Street planning area, and a design concept for the 30th Street
Extension.

REGIONAL PLANS
Communities in Motion 2.0 (CIM) 2040

The Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS)
developed Communities in Motion 2040 (CIM 2040), the regional long-range
transportation plan for Ada and Canyon Counties.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE WHITEWATER + VMP PLANNING AREA:
•
•

Boise Downtown Circulator – add circulator service in downtown Boise to
improve mobility among primary destinations.
Supports the development of complete streets, a safe and convenient
street for all users of the street, including bicyclists, pedestrians, transit
riders, and motorists, as the COMPASS Board adopted a Complete Streets
policy in August 2009.

Valley Connect 2.0

ValleyConnect 2.0 is Valley Regional Transit’s response to the region’s travel
needs. It is a blueprint for service and capital projects aimed at lowering the
cost of urban transportation and providing the freedom to move without every
trip requiring a private automobile.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE WHITEWATER + VMP PLANNING AREA:
•

Improved trip planning integration and capacity building; Being piloting
Microtransit along these corridors:
o 2019-2020: 401b (descriptor used in plan) – State Street

EXISTING PLANS AND PLANNED PROJECTS
•

Service integration and consolidation; Deploy proven Microtransit strategies along these
corridors:
o 2021-2022: 401c (descriptor used in plan) – State Street
o Comprehensive one-stop shop for all mobility needs: 2023-2024: 302a (descriptor used in
plan) – 36th Street

OTHER PROJECTS TO CONSIDER
•
•

Housing Development – Adare Manor
St. Luke’s construction

OTHER PLANS REVIEWED
•
•
•
•
•

Blueprint Boise
CCDC Urban Renewal Plans
Downtown Boise Plan
Ridge to Rivers 2016
Veteran’s Park Neighborhood Policy guide

Figure 2-2. Bicycle Network

Figure 2-3. Pedestrian Network
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Figure 3-1. Bicycle and Pedestrian Attractors/Destinations

Figure 3-2. Bicycle and Pedestrian Crashes, Traffic Barriers and Volumes (AADT)
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REPORT
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT REPORT
Purpose

The purpose of this report is to summarize public outreach efforts and outcomes that occurred
throughout the planning process of developing the Whitewater + VMP Neighborhood Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan.

Summary of Public Involvement Activities
A comprehensive outreach strategy was employed to gather input from the public about potential bicycle
and pedestrian improvements. Multiple methods were used to notify stakeholders about the plan and
invite them to participate in the process. Public outreach efforts included: student outreach, an online
interactive mapping tool, a public involvement meeting and a pop-up meeting at a local church. Below is
a summary of the outreach activities and outcomes.

Student Outreach
On May 2, 2019, 5th and 6th grade classrooms at Taft Elementary were visited to obtain feedback for the
Plan from local kids within the community. Maps of the neighborhood planning area were presented to
the students and discussed what they like about living in the
Whitewater + VMP neighborhood, places they visit, things that make
walking and biking difficult, and ideas they have to make it easier for
travel. The main themes students expressed about difficulty of
walking and biking around the Whitewater + VMP neighborhood
include:
•

Lack of sidewalks

•

Increased driving speeds and traffic

•

Narrow bike lanes

•

Lack of lighting throughout the neighborhood

Online Interactive Map
From May 22, 2019 to July 5, 2019, the comment period was opened. An online comment map was
launched which allowed its users to provide their comments on specific locations within the
neighborhood planning area. Following the link to the online comment map:
http://3pvisual.com/Projects/ACHDWhitewater/Comments.aspx.
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Public Involvement Meeting/Open House
On June 20, 2019, a public open house was held to collect feedback about prospective bicycle and
pedestrian improvements within the Whitewater + VMP Neighborhood planning area. Maps, stickers and
flipcharts were available for participants to add their feedback. Below is a summary of the open house
outcome.

The Comment Process
Attendees provided their comments in the following ways:
•

Attendees were provided with five numbered sticker dots to place on the general comment maps –
one numbered gold star sticker was used for identifying attendees’ top priority concern or desired
improvement in the planning area and four pink circle stickers were used for other concerns.

•

Attendees placed the numbered stickers on the comment maps and wrote the corresponding number
and comment on a flip chart next to the map.

Input Received
PIM Attendance and Comment Totals
•

Comments Received at PIM: 115

•

Online Comments Received prior to PIM: 426

Number of Comments Received
Comment Source

Number of Comments

Percent of Total

Online Interactive Map

488

80%

Open House

115

20%

TOTAL

603

100%

Number of Comments

Percent of Total

Bike

137

23%

Pedestrian

73

12%

Both (Bike and Pedestrian)

301

50%

Other

92

15%

TOTAL

603

100%

Breakdown by Comment Type
Comment Type
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Public Input Summary Roadway, Types of Issues, and Type of Treatments
Roadway

Issues

Type of Treatments

Taft Street

• Sidewalk gaps
• Unsafe walking/biking
conditions

• Install a low stress bike route
from Sycamore St. to 36th
• Complete sidewalk connections
between State St. and 36th St.
• Create safe, walkable space for
kids to/from school

23rd Street

• Not enough crossing
locations
• Needs better pedestrian
crossings
• Lack of bulbouts

• Install bicycle/pedestrian
crossings at the intersections of
Bannock St., Jefferson St.,
Madison Ave., and Pleasanton
Ave.

Whitewater Park
Boulevard

• Lack of signage for bikers
• Roundabout is confusing for
bikers

• Crossing on east side of
Whitewater Park Blvd and
Pleasanton Ave.
• Bikeway signage

State Street

• Unsafe biking conditions
• No bike lanes

• Bike lanes from 23rd St. to 27th St.
to provide connections to existing
bike lanes.
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Public Input Summary Analysis
Both (Bike and Pedestrian)
A total of 301 comments were received about bike and pedestrian issues. Comments were associated
with increasing safety and connectivity throughout the community to residential areas, schools and parks.
Although outside of the planning boundary, another area with increased comments related to both bike
and pedestrian concerns, as shown in the Public Comments map, is along 32nd Street, from Irene Street to
Taft Street.

Bike
A total of 137 comments were generated by the public for bicycle related concerns. Comments were
associated with creating designated or protected bike lanes throughout the Whitewater + VMP planning
area. Most bicycle facility related concerns were located along main thoroughfares such as Taft Street,
State Street, and Whitewater Boulevard. The public expressed that having safe routes for children to ride
to and from school along Taft Street was a top priority along the highly trafficked roadways.

Pedestrian
The common theme or priority made clear is that the public would like to see sidewalk gaps filled and
pathway connectivity increased throughout the Whitewater + VMP planning area. Seventy-three (73)
comments were generated and it was reiterated throughout that the inconsistency in sidewalk
development makes it difficult to access surrounding residential areas and schools within the community.

Public Comments Outside of the Planning Boundary
A total of 177 comments, were located more than 100 feet outside of the planning area boundary.
These comments reflected similar concerns as those identified within the planning area such as sidewalk
gaps, increasing bicycle/pedestrian crossings, and installing additional bike lanes. The majority of these
comments were associated with 32nd Street, Chinden Boulevard, and Collister Drive.
Thirty-four of the 177 comments were located along 32nd Street. The comments and concerns associated
with this corridor included lack of sidewalks, installing designated bike lanes, and implementing traffic
calming measures
The maps on the following pages represent comments received through the online survey. A public
comment map book with numbered dots, followed by a list of comments that correspond to the numbers
are attached to this report.
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Pop-up Meeting
A public pop-up meeting was held on August 15, 2019 to collect feedback and help prioritize
projects under consideration throughout the Whitewater + VMP planning area. Comment cards
were made available for members of the public to circle the top three projects that were of high
priority, with space provided to write additional comments. The top three prioritized projects
included:
1. S1: Sidewalks along the south side of Taft Street
2. B1: Enhancing the low stress bikeway along Taft Street
3. B2: Enhancing the low stress bikeway along Bannock Street in both directions
A total of 54 comment cards were collected. Trends associated with additional comments include
completing sidewalks and bike lanes along State Street and local roads within neighborhoods and
installing more crossing locations as a means to increase safety measures for children walking to
and from the schools located within the planning area.
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ATTACHMENTS
• Public Comments Map Book
• List of Comments
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LIST OF COMMENTS (CORRESPONDS TO ‘PUBLIC COMMENTS’ MAP BOOK)
All comments located within 100 feet of the planning boundary.

COMMENT
NO.

ALL COMMENTS

MAPBOOK
PAGE

1

Taft needs sidewalks. Cars drive fast and there are tons of cyclists, pedestrians
and children walking on both sides of the street.

C2

3

Really just can't wait until this is opened

B2

4

Sunset neighborhood desperately needs sidewalks. Especially 32nd

C2

5
7
8

32nd Street needs to be a 20 or 25 MPH. There is tons of foot and bicycle traffic
with no sidewalks. Kids use it to walk to school and in the summer there are
people walking from dawn until after dark. 30 mph means 40 or higher for many
drivers.
Taft is very narrow and speed limits are not obeyed. It would benefit from some
kind of striping.
There is a crosswalk here but cars don't stop for pedestrians. There is a park so it
should be more safe to cross these streets. There should be more than 1
crosswalk too.

A3
E4
A3

10

I wish there was a paved path on this side of the river.

D3

13

Better connection to Collister shopping area would be nice.

C2

15
16

17
18

There should be crosswalks across 16th St on both sides of street. The
intersection at 16th & Main is also very bad for pedestrians, so it is hard to get
around here.
This intersection desperately needs help. It's a big mess if you're a pedestrian
trying to get somewhere. You can't get anywhere from the Cabana corner or to it,
and this is a major entry to downtown.
The bike lane switches sides here and creates a dangerous environment for
people on bikes. It was on the east side, then both sides, and going forward from
here it's just on the west. Bike riders have to know that or they suddenly have to
cross many lanes of fast traffic to get back to safety.
It can be scary to cross Main St here because sight lines from 16th are bad and
they come up fast and don't stop for the crosswalk, even with the flashing sign.

A2
E4

E4
E4

19

This should be a bike route. We need another east-west route up here.

E4

20

Wish we could get on/off the Greenbelt here.

C3

21

Please add sidewalks to 32nd street. Refugee children are going to get hit.

E3

22
25

Difficult to see pedestrians, feels like the crosswalk doesn’t provide enough time
to cross
Now with the pedestrian light working from Glendale St to VMP, it would be good
to enhance Glendale St with side walks going to the x path. Peds have to walk on
street.

A3
E3

26

The bike lanes on Main St can feel unsafe because there are so many lanes of
traffic and many cars at times. The intersection where Chinden branches off is
dangerous for bike riders.

B2

27

Would be great to get Boise Green Bike hub into VMP!

E3

30

Why does the sidewalk go here if peds can't get anywhere?

E4

31

Every street should have a ped xing. These are long blocks.

E4

32
33
37
38
39

40
41
43
48
51

52

Fairview and Main St should be switched in this part because it would make much
more sense. Fairview from Orchard to Main St should be called Main St. And Main
St from 16th to Fairview should be called Fairview. Who made this decision? The
directions aren't even right.
27th St needs more ped xings, especially good ones that drivers will actually stop
at.
Crossing forces cyclists to go left against the car traffic to get to the island.
Unsafe! Should allow bikes to cross unimpeded to connect with bike path
paralleling Quins Pond. Unfortunate this was not considered when impediment
was constructed!
Please finish the sidewalk here, I'm not sure why it stops just short of the road.
Maybe it will connect once the adjacent property is developed?
Need a crosswalk to get across state or to make the one st Collister a little bit
better. It looks like there will be sidewalks on S. State side which is awesome and
has been needed for AWHILE! Thank you!
Would love to see sidewalks or designated bike lanes on 32nd. I routinely see
children walking in groups down this street, and presently there are no sidewalks
and no lines, and cars generally speed through here, making it a bit frightening
when you're out walking your dog or biking.
Vehicles typically go 35-45 mph, too scary to use bike lane so people use the
sidewalk. Posted speed limit is 25mph.
This road is so overbuilt. There is hardly ever any cars on it. But because it is wide
and one-way, everyone speeds making the bike lane unsafe. Poor design. Why not
take one of the vehicle lanes and create a two-way protected bike lane? It would
have zero impact on “traffic flow” and make it a bike route that is actually usable.
The bushes in the ROW here block visibility at the intersection for traffic travelling
east on Irene and its very hard to see pedestrians coming from the park.
We need sidewalks on Taft badly. Three elementary schools are in the
neighborhood and this is a major thoroughfare for families and children going to
and from the library or willow lane park.
Taft needs sidewalks. There are SO many children walking this street every
morning during the school year and it is extremely unsafe. Would also be great if
there was a way to encourage/enfore the posted speed limit of 20. Big speed
bumps would be great even before/after putting sidewalks in. Ideally sidewalks
would extend the full length of Taft. But the most foot traffic that I see is
between 36th and 32nd. I would say that section should be taken care of right
away. Someone is going to get hurt. Thank you for your time and consideration.

E4
E4
A3
D3
D3

A2
A3
D3
E4
A3

A2

53
54
56
58
59
60
61
62
66

68

70
71

This section of Taft is extremely narrow. There is lots of foot traffic coming from
the Collister shopping center and cars zipping down the road after exiting State
Street.
The southern side of Chinden isn’t very pedestrian friendly. I’ve seen school kids
attempting to cross. We need a pedestrian crossing
Sidewalks are needed down the entire length of 32nd St. because residents
frequently walk on 32nd to get to and from Sunset Park which is very popular and
high use.
This parking lot is a disaster! It's very poorly laid out, with parking lanes scattered
all over and no indication of who yields where.
Do NOT widen State Street for more cars. Bus lanes, bike lanes, and sidewalks
would be better for all of us in the long run. Adding space for more single cars
with only one or two passengers won't help the congestion.
If Wylie - Taft is going to be a bike route, there really needs to be some sort of
pedestrian crossing. Traffic is intense, and often requires running in between
waves of traffic
Sidewalks with a physical barrier, like those on Harrison Blvd, would be great
since this has really become a busy car road. Or protected bike lanes
It would be awesome to see the Canal right-of-way opened up for public use. This
is such a great, scenic connection between Alamosa and Lander Streets.
There is only one crosswalk that is often ignored by speeding vehicles. It would be
nice to see blinking lights as many kids use this to get to and from Whittier
Elementary as well as the park. Perhaps also speed bumps.
Chinden is extremely difficult and dangerous to cross with lots of traffic and not
very many safe pedestrian or bike crossings. Needs to be some sort of safe
crossing or pedestrian bridge. Chinden itself being redone to be more
pedestrian/bike friendly would be great!
There is a cross walk here but cars don’t always stop and tend to drive fast. Given
that the cross walk leads to a park and the greenbelt there is a lot of foot and bike
traffic. Maybe a blinking light, like 27th and Stewart would be helpful.
27th street could use more pedestrian cross, as a positive consequence maybe it
would help cars drive the speed limit.

A3
A2
D3
A2
A2
C3
A2
A2
A2

B2

E4
D3

73

I'd love to see some bike /ped infrastructure along this canal whereever possible.

A1

74

We should utilize the existing canal roads to help funnel folks to the greenbelt.

B2

77

Bike path feels tight along 27th here. Ideally a way to get to greenbelt going south
without having to go to Riverside Park.

D3

78

Sidewalk on south side from 26th to 27th.

E3

81
83
84

32 nd street needs better walking and biking routes. People have to walk in the
street and it is a busy street. Need a route to state and 31 to go to the park.
Whitewater and 27th street should feature PROTECTED bike lanes... otherwise
only a fraction of those who could use them will.
What constitutes a "bike route"? What will change?

D3
A2
D3

85

Generally it seems odd to have so many "bike routes" to nowhere. Would make
sense to connect Pleasanton to 23rd in the North End for those crossing state at
the light at 23rd.

D4

86

Roads are for cars.

D4

87
91

95

97

98
101
102
103
104
105
106

107

108

Need a better protected crossing here. Flashing lights would help. Several kids
have nearly been hit crossing this portion of Hill on their way to school. Very
dangerous crosswalk.
We have far too many speeders on Sycamore. Please add speed bumps or
whatever is best to slow down drivers. Too many kids, seniors, cyclists, and pets
are at risk here to do nothing.
Crossing 27th is always a nightmare in the morning as a bike commuter. Jefferson
or Idaho are both more direct shots to downtown from Whitewater Park (since
Whittier interrupts Bannock). Drivers do not stop. Multiple times I've thought I
had enough time to cross and almost got hit, since I expected cars to be going 30
or 35. Realistically cars go 40 mph on 27th. Speed limit should be reduced to
20mph, or some sort of traffic calming measures implemented.
Cars go way too fast around this roundabout to make it safe for the bikelane to
end and force bikes into the roundabout lane. If I am ever biking on this road, I
ride on the sidewalk. No way I'm going to share the road with vehicles going 3545 mph. Cars constantly drift into the bikelane. We need protected bike lanes.
This should start being a protected bike lane right around here, with HAWK
signals on 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th. Cars speed up to pass cyclists between the
stop signs. Cross traffic go too fast.
Amazing job on the green belt around here. Big part of what drew me to Boise.
Someone got killed here on a bike. Should probably have at least some buffer
between the bike and car lanes.
This bikelane needs to be protected, or at least have a buffer. Ditto for Fairview.
This streets are too wide and cars go too fast.
Parks and Recreation needs to keep this path OPEN!! It has been closed on an
almost continual basis since 2010! What will there excuse be next time, when
they barricade it again next fall (because you can almost guarantee it will
happen.)
Residents of Lander Street have requested sidewalks along here.
This roundabout is extremely confusing and dangerous as a biker trying to reach
the Greenbelt from the North End via Whitewater Park.
It can be very challenging to cross due to poor sight lines. We need to enforce
cars parking further away from intersections on bike routes. I switched from
biking on Franklin to Bannock because of this problem, but it can still be
challenging at high traffic times. It’s made me more reluctant to bike downtown
around 5pm.
I live on State Street between 23rd and 22nd. State Street from 23rd into the
downtown area should have a speed limit of 25MPH. People driving through this
area regularly hit 40MPH and for an area that is high density single family homes

C3
A2

D3

E4

D3
E3
D3
C3
E4
C2
B2

D3

E4

109

110
112
117

118

120
122
123
124

129

131

132

it is a concern. Also, there is no way anyone would ride a bike on State Street in
this area. Much too dangerous. What could be done in the future?
I am puzzled why the speed limit on North 27th Street from Main to State was
lowered to 25 mph a few years ago ... yet adjacent parallel streets retain their 30
mph speed limits. A major arterial now has an artificially lower speed limit than
adjacent streets that are narrower, more sight-obstructed, and more residential
in character. Doesn’t make sense.
Please don't pave the trail around this pond. It's really nice to have the option to
run/walk on the earth and not asphalt.

D4

this section is in bad need to be repaved!

C2

Just dreaming here, but wouldn't it be nice to have one or more pedestrian and or
bike paths that cut East-West through these huge blocks. This would provide a
much more pleasant route than either Catalpa or Taft provide and would allow
those of us in the area a better opportunity to get to know our neighbors.
This is a thoroughfare for many people coming off the highway by way of
whitewater and can be busy during commuting time. There is also a bus stop, and
lots of walking to school (Lowell) or to Esther Simplot...we need a safer route for
kids and cyclists with sidewalks and/or bike lanes. We also need sidewalks on
32nd.
Drop the speed limit and narrow the driving lanes by replacing 4 feet of asphalt
with a sidewalk.
A sidewalk and protected bike path would be great. Lets throw in and landscaping
strip while we are at it.
Farmer's Union greenbelt!
Would love to see some pedestrian-friendly crossings on catalpa, with bulb-outs
and protected parking. Perhaps even alternate the parking areas from one side
to the other to provide some horizontal deflection to encourage slower traffic.
I'd like to see a connection between the greenbelt, along the west side of
Veterans, to the Glendale crossing. Right now, any problems with the veterans
bridge (remember the erosion after snowpocalypse?) causes the greenbelt to be
inaccessible. A double-sided entry would solve that problem. Of course it would
have to be compatible with the future wastewater plant.
Please connect the greenbelt here. It is an important commuter route. Detouring
around 52nd street makes no sense!
We live on 32nd street with our 2 children. Large groups of kids walk and bike to
and from Taft Elementary, and Sunset Park, daily on this street. It is very unsafe
for them. We desperately need a sidewalk or bike path running from Gerrard St.
to Good St. at least. Narrow the street if necessary. The speed limit absolutely
needs to be lowered to 25mph rather than 30mph. People drive so fast on 32nd
street, because the speed limit is too high and there are few stop signs. It is
normal to see cars driving by at ridiculously high speeds. The combination of not
having sidewalks, few stop signs, and the speed limit being too high- is very
dangerous for the children in this area. I greatly appreciate your consideration of
these comments.

D4

A3

A2

A2
B2
A2
A2

A2

A2

A1

134

135

The Greenbelt is too crowded around Ester Simplot Park. I feel the Greenbelt
should be separate from the walkway. For instance, couldn’t the Greenbelt stay
close to the river? I see on the map that it is there but don’t see this happening.
I always thought it was strange when you went from the greenbelt to the
VMP/State intersection on a bike... you basically cycled through a parking lot and
down some bumpy sidewalks. Could there perhaps be a more direct/comfortable
bike route?

D3

D3

138

Future greenbelt connection here?

E4

139

Main and Fairview are so wide because they used to be the only way into
downtown. Now (!) that we have the connector, they can go back to 2 lanes, with
the remainder turned over to bikes/peds. The extra lanes are not much used, and
wouldn't be missed by motor vehicles.

C2

140

This is a nice walking trail. Could be formalized, perhaps?

E3

141
142

143

The light that's always red! Perhaps a roundabout could work well with the
misaligned Sunset Ave?
Now that the light at Arthur/State diverts traffic to Mercer, how about a bridge
over the FU canal, wrapping around the wastewater plant, connecting to the
greenbelt? The end of Bell Street is open and ready for a connection.
Please stick to the State Street plan. I.e. don't widen it just for cars. Cars are the
main users, for now, but any widening needs to accommodate bikes and buses.
Endlessly enlarging roads to accommodate Eagle's growth does not help the
people who live near the street. So stick with the plan, please.

B1
B2

B2

144

Connection to the greenbelt, thereby avoiding VMP.

B2

145

I love the boulevard. Trees in the middle make for such a better road. Thanks!

C2

148

149
150

I frequently bike commute from north boise through the park via Pleasanton.
Riding west bound, at the intersection of Whitewater Blvd. one must navigate
from the north side of the street to the south side of the street into the in coming
traffic lane, on a blind corner to reach the signaled crosswalk. I always feel this is
dangerous considering a eastward turning car coming off WW Blvd onto
Pleasanton would have no time to react. There must be a better way to mark this,
clear a larger vision triangle, stripe differently, etc. Thanks.
This intersection with bikes, scooters and pedestrians has increased in use
exponentially in the last 18 months. This street should have sharrows at a
minimum, or better yet a dedicated bike lane.
So many people cross here dangerously. There is too much activity going on in
this neighborhood now not to address this crossing ASAP. This is a life or death
concern, not a “that would be nice”.
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Osage Street could have more of a bike and ped friendly feel.
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This bike/walk way is too narrow. A bike can’t pass a pedestrian safely and it’s
only on one side of the street. The guard rail and bridge rail are so high there are
frequent accidents when handlebars collide with them. How about a ped. bulb
out for river gazing and safety?
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One of the safest ways downtown in a bike if you don’t like high speed high traffic
roads is down 18th and onto Grove. That puts you through this hotel parking lot.
Not ideal, but mellower than busy 16th street full of texting drivers in the AM
commute. Experience from 10 years of making the bike commute.
This signaled crosswalk is painfully slow. It’s minutes. It encourages frogger
crossing. Priority needs to be given to the walkers and bikers here. There is plenty
of space to queue up cars while they wait for someone to cross.
This cross walk starts just back in the trees enough that it’s hard to see the cars
coming 50 MPH westbound. Can this be pruned?
A little berming, dike, flood control here would make the bike commuting last 12
months of the year.
This very well may be the scariest 200 yards of bike lane. Can it be protected
more than the candlesticks that get mowed down almost daily? It’s there, just not
safe with 55 MPH autos racing to the connector.
For actual commuting via bike, 27th is a faster route than the greenbelt, but not
safewr
There has been a dramatic increase in bike and pedestrian traffic moving up and
down 33rd st between the Greenbelt and western collective. The crossing at
Chinden is precarious, and should be remedied immediately. There should also be
some thought into a bike lane on 33rd that would give bikes safe passage from
the Greenbelt through Chinden
This is a very long section of Chinden without a light. It's so dangerous to cross,
especially with kids.
There's a divot in the greenbelt here. Simple fix.
There's a huge potential for a bike/ped pathway along the Settlers Canal, both
here and continuing throughout the entire bench. Please pursue negotiations,
perhaps offering liability protection and guaranteed maintenance access, so that
we can use this wonderful link. Greenbelt 2.0!
Please add a buffered bike path around the grounds of Lowell Elementary School.
This would connect 29th St low stress route around the school grounds where
there is already a wide sidewalk, then wrap around on Lemp St to the low stress
route on Heron. Heron St needs cyclist traffic pattern lights.
Bike lane connecting White Water Blvd to Hill needed. 31st to Irene to 32nd to
Taft to 36th would be good
Sidewalk is much needed on Taft from 36th to 28th st. Heavily used area for
pedestrians and bikers. Thank you!
N Mountain View Drive is a popular recreation and commuter pathway for
hundreds of Valley Residents. A sidewalk on the north side of the street and
marked bike lanes would make this a much better thoroughfare. The narrow strip
of land along the canal/N Mtn View could also be turned into a landscaped
greenbelt/greenway and a 'pocket park' atmosphere
Due to increasing mixed use traffic, the curvy section of GB along the Riverside
Hotel has become quite dangerous. Need to come up with some creative
solutions.
Main and Idaho should have one of the three lanes be a shared bike lane. These
are great routes for bike commuters who can keep a ~20mph pace and flow
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through the traffic lights. Alternatively, make Grove and Bannock flow better for
east-west bicycle traffic. As they are, Bannock and Grove are painfully slow
because there are multiple stop signs and/or stop lights that inevitably make you
stop multiple times when you're riding. The traffic flow downtown should be
equally bike-centric instead of so heavily tilted to auto-centric. Keep up the good
work!
I second the comment that Jordan St. should be a designated and improved bike
route. This is a great alternative to State St for bicycle traffic - State Street is
awful, it's not even pleasant for automobiles :(
There are a couple of pedestrian / bike only paths that connect through here
(from the Albertsons on 36th to Sunset Park) which are fantastic! Those should be
highlighted on your map! There should be more pedestrian only paths like this
through the West End to connect the neighborhood.
Pleasanton has great bike access across Whitewater Blvd to Quinns Pond and
Esther Simplot Park. The bike infrastructure should be extended east past 27th
street to make this a main thoroughfare for bikes that parallels Bannock as a bike
route. I would love to see something similar to 8th street downtown, where there
is a single, one-way auto lane with a dedicated bike lane (either on Pleasonton or
generally on other key bike routes).
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All of Hill Rd should be a bike route! It's so beautiful
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Should have a bike lane in its entirety
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Lowell’s school boundary extends east to 19th street. Heron needs a pedestrian
sidewalk on one consistent side of the street from 19th to the school. Lemp would
be another option. None of these streets have consistent sidewalks. Please help
our kids cross as few streets as possible when walking to and from school.
There is a house along 31 with a super overgrown bush. When the kids walk to
school they always have to step off around. If there are cars parked they have to
go way around and I've seen that be a little scary.
The Crane Creek flume is interesting and historical. Worthy of an interpretive
sign, perhaps?
Please keep the vehicle barrier, but make an easier path for bikes. Something like
the micro path on 34th, perhaps? This is a great low-stress bike route.
As part of the Lander Wastewater plant improvements, the greenbelt access will
be re-routed here, around the west side of the small irrigation pond. Please
consider extending the new access route to the north, and joining to the Willow
Lane Park entrance road. That would keep bikes and pedestrians out of the
parking lot.
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Farmer's Union Greenbelt!
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The termination of the Bannock St. Bike Route where it meets WWPBLVD is very
dangerous and awkward. I feel there needs to be a better way to turn left (south)
safely.
Completely agree with other comment made here about being forced to cross
oncoming traffic that has just made a right-hand turn off of WWPBLVD. Very scary
when biking in a group w/ children or slower riders present.
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To echo other's comments about Pleasanton Ave., this would make a great
dedicated Bike Blvd. that routes riders from the North End. using the 23 rd. st.
crossing to the ESP Park/Greenbelt. Once that crossing is improved (see other
comment about that topic).
There is no longer a crosswalk available here to use. This is a major afely concern
when attempting to walk to the Jacksons/McDonalds.
State Street is shown on this map with a red line as a 'bike route'. I don't think it
should be classified that way... it would be suicidal!
On the north side of State Street, Ellis is the perfect example of a low-stress bike
route. We need one on the south side of State too. Jordan could be it. Starting
at 27th in the east, crossing Whitewater, then the ITD campus, and hooking into
the greenbelt somewhere at Veteran's Park.
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Potential connection between Clover and the greenbelt.
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If the intention with the reduction of lanes from 4 to 2 that occurred when
WWPBLVD was constructed was to calm traffic on this artery route between State
St. and Main/Fairview, then more sidewalk bulb-outs need added. Simply
reducing the speed-limit to 25 is not working. Take a look at 15th st. through the
North End as a good example. It has center islands at each side-street crossing
that are filled with vegetation. This is great, so long as the plants don't grow so
high as to block the view of oncoming traffic when attempting to make left-hand
turns.
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Need better pedestrian light and crosswalk
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Taft has survived this long with out sidewalks and streetlights and there is no
reason that can't continue as long as motorists from within and outside the area
show some respect for the local residents and obey the speed limit. Installing
sidewalks and streetlights, as has been proposed in the past, will provide
justification for increased speed limits to satisfy the now congested streets
(hurrah infill!). This is what it's all about.
26th street needs a sidewalk. It is a busy street and there is nothing to slow traffic
down from Irene to sunset. There is a Montessori school on 26th that many
parents bike or walk their kids. It would be nice to have a sidewalk as a safe place
to walk.
People drive SO fast along this stretch of the road. The speed limit should be 25,
there should be speed bumps, & there should be sidewalks. I walk with my son to
the park all the time & just around the neighborhood and we avoid 32nd because
it seems so dangerous. There are so many kids in the area.
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Add traffic calming device, such as a roundabout.
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Taft is a perfect opportunity to implement forward thinking street design for
primary users such as pedestrians and cyclists to be the main focus and cars
secondary. Parts of the street could be single lane of travel such as near the
mature trees on the west. Chicanes and other innovative designs could be
implemented to make this a beautiful walking bicycle boulevard that sill allows for
residential vehicular use.
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There needs to be better connectivity to the Greenbelt from north of State St.
Aligning a bike/pedestrian crossing to where the Greenbelt access is would help
monumentally!
Could really use sidewalks that connect all the way to State St. This is one of the
most-walked streets in the neighborhood.
I ride to the park with a kid in a bike trailer. I ride on the sidewalk for extra
protection but then I block the sidewalk. can we have protected bike lanes where
a barrier separates the bike lane from traffic.
Crossing traffic to enter or exit the park can be hard. please sidewalks on the
other side of the park entrance we don't need to cross traffic. it is harder going
in as the traffic is behind you. Also please remove the pedestrian crossing at the
roundabout its hard to see and stop peds while turning the roundabout.
Missing sidewalk on Hazel near Lowell school. My kids have to walk and ride on
the street to cross over to the sidewalk on the other side
No sidewalks on either side of the street near major Elm Grove Park access!
When my kids go to Elm Grove Park, we have to walk or ride on the street, or go
way out of our way. This is a major path to the park and needs a sidewalk!
I'd love to see this Bike Route have a Bike Lane. This are receives a lot of bike
traffic. This street has a bike lane once you're in downtown. It would be nice to
that bike lane extended all the way from 15th to 29th Street.
This area can get extremely crowded in the summer months. Lots of kids and dogs
and people unaware that this path should be kept clear. Maybe widen the
pavement to give more room to swerve/walk through the crowds.
This should be a four-way stop. Vehicles moving northbound on 19th street are
very difficult to see and they tend to drive fast. A crosswalk here would be great
as well.
There is a dirt and gravel path here that gets a lot of traffic, but it doesn't appear
to be maintained at all. It would be nice to see this area paved with a nice path.
The bike lane here feels very unsafe. Cars travel at a high rate of speed. The new
hospital is going to increase the traffic in this area. This bike lane needs a barrier,
not just paint. A protected bike lane that is cordoned off somehow from the main
road would really make this area more bike friendly. This is great for people going
to the greenbelt.
Speed control measures are needed on 28th St. Perhaps lower the speed limit
and add speed bumps. People are driving 40+ MPH down this road especially
between Bella and State as they try to make the light on State and 28th. Also bike
lanes are needed on 28th.
The curved path has cracks that skinny tires can get wedged in (hazard). And I
agree that the mixed traffic is dangerous. Need a separate bike lane.
I agree the intersection of sunset and 28th hs bad traffic visuals.
The crosswalk on Pleasanton to get across Whitewater Park Boulevard should line
up with the path along Quinn's pond. This would be safer for cyclists and
pedestrians.
We need sidewalks on Taft between Sycamore and N 39th St. There is a steady
stream of traffic that adult and child pedestrians must avoid by walking on the
sides of the street. It is especially hazardous in the evening and night.
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Taft has experienced increasing traffic and needs major help: 1. A sidewalk is
imperative - lots of children and pedestrian usage with parking on both sides of
the street is unsafe. 2. Taft needs to be widened at west end 3. Stripe Taft at
36th signal for a right turn lane. There is room. 4. Keep the stop sign at Tamarack
as traffic slowing device.
Taft St. between Sycamore and 36th Street need continuous sidewalks and a
designated bike lane given it's high level of multi-transport use. Young children
and non-motorized users often utilize this street, and the heavy and fast vehicle
traffiic now present is a serious safety concern.
I would like more marked/safe crossings on hill road between 15th and 36th
street. Also traffic calming measures to encourage 30 mph driving
People drive too fast on this road, making the bike lane feel very unsafe. There
also aren't nearly enough pedestrian crossings – I see people jay walking all the
time. This road is too car-centric and not geared enough towards people who are
trying to get to the park by alternate means.
There's no great way to cross chinden on foot or bike. You have to hoof it to a
light (pretty far in either direction) or play frogger.
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We need pedestrian and bike safe access along the south side of State Street.
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Really really want the Greenbelt open again on the northside of the river!!!
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Greenbelt connectivity to Collister would be awesome!
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32nd street see a lot of traffic of all types. They changed the speed bump up to
15 from 10 and I think this is a mistake. People fly through and often bottom out,
loose items or control of their car. This is hazardous to everyone. Lots of people
walk and ride their bikes. I do have a problem with bike groups taking up the
entire road. I witness all of these things multiple times a day while at my house.
Many people walk in our lawn because they do not want to walk in the street.
There is an abandoned barn with overgrown brush in the street. Visibility is
terrible and it's dangerous to walk through. It needs a sidewalk more than
anywhere I know of.
32nd is just ridiculous. I can't believe it has made it this long without a sidewalk.
The road is plenty wide enough to accommodate sidewalks. There are always
pedestrians walking to the park and bikers commuting to the greenbelt. This
street and Taft get my vote.
In trying to think of constructive ideas for making Boise a healthier, greener,
cleaner, and more pedestrian focused city we need to consider multiple actions.
1. Vastly increasing the walkability and bike-ability of this area by utilizing and
transforming existing streets into safe and comfortable places for people and not
cars. 2. Creating an attractive, affordable, and dynamic mass transit system that
will move people to and from the suburbs, within the downtown area, and try to
eliminate the last mile problem. 3. Once alternatives have been presented, not
incentivizing car use. This means not building parking garages and parking lots.
Increasing parking costs or even eliminating parking from some areas in general.
These are achievable goals, goals which in light of a warming climate due to
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carbon emissions we must try to achieve to create a livable Boise for generations
to come.
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Improve intersection sight distance and consider installing RRFB.
This 20mph route needs traffic calming without forcing sidewalks. Even the city
buses routinely speed through here.
Build sidewalks along this major school and park route using existing road width
instead of easements.
Create bulb-outs, or chicanes to slow vehicle traffic at critical pedestrian crossings
on 23rd. Aim for a feel (safe, inviting to pedestrians) like 13th street in Hyde Park,
or 15th street in the North End.
No sidewalk or bike lane on stewart ave between 25th and 27th. As an entry/exit
point to Whitewater Park, this amplifies the safety issues.
If I don't feel like riding my bike up 27th I'll take 23rd. It has much less traffic and
it seems wider. Not many people really drive 25 mph on 27th - I doubt they're
going to drive 25 mph on 23rd Street. I think a flashing pedestrian light near the
park would be beneficial.
The new pedestrian entrance to Whittier will be on Jefferson St, so the crosswalk
needs to be here.
Add crossing lights similar to those at Bannock and 27th to extend the bike route
from 27th to downtown.
Install sidewalk on Taft to 28th St.
Stop traffic on State more often to let pedestrians and bicyclists cross. More time
to cross is a good addition as well.
Also, stop traffic often to allow pedestrians to cross. And long enough to cross
safely.
Bannock should have a bike lane for its entire length from WWP to downtown.
Many drivers do not respect the space cyclists need on this stretch!
Second that Main is too wide here. It encourages drivers to speed up to interstate
speeds early - try driving the speed limit here and see how those around you
react. Maybe we can turn a lane into a bus lane and protect the bike lane here candlesticks aren't protection.
State Street needs separated bike lanes
I want to be able to ride my bike (or walk!) from the Greenbelt to the farmers
market
Speed limit is too fast coming out and going into the circle. Pedestrians and
Cyclists are racing to cross safely as cars do not always stop.
School speed limit and students crossing here are frequently ignored even with
crossing guards. Consider lowering the speed limit farther from the schools so
drivers do not run the light right in front of crosswalks.
Add bike lanes please! Students need a safe place to ride without running into
students walking.
Consider lowering the speed limit so cars will see and stop for pedestrians and
cyclists.
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32nd St. is not pedestrian-friendly. Lots of people and LOTS of kids on
bikes/walking to and from Sunset Park + speeding vehicles (well over the 30 mph
(same speed as Whitewater?! 28th?! Why?) = lots of concern.
Cars frequently run through the crosswalk. They also rip out of the roundabout at
top speed. Finally, they don't signal when exiting the roundabout. More signage, a
speed bump north of the roundabout, flashing pedestrian/crossing lights -- all of
these should be implemented to help educate motorists.
23rd needs a crossing at Pleasanton and bannock. A signal at least as good as the
one on 27th and Pleasanton if not as good as the one on bannock and 27th
Speed bump or traffic calming. People rip through here trying to avoid the light
on 23rd and state way too fast.
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There needs to be a crosswalk here, preferably with a ped signal.
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There needs to be a crosswalk here.
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Irene is an excellent East West bicycle thoroughfare due to the reduced traffic,
four way stops for safety, and high visibility intersections. Headed towards
Garden City, the one issue is ease of crossing State Street as well as sidewalk and
bike ability on the South Side of State Street towards Veteran’s Memorial
Parkway. Continued bike lanes or a veterans park bike path would be a welcome
addition.
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Crosswalk with signal light.
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Would be great to see some traffic calming, at this location. lots of pedestrian and
bikes traveling towards sunset park.
I think there is a real opportunity to create a more dedicated bike and pedestrian
corridor along 32nd which could pretty easily connect Quinns Pond/ Esther
Simplot Park to the foothills "Ridges to Rivers." This would definitely require some
traffic calming measures and lowering the speed limit along 32nd street but
would encourage an already well traveled pedestrian corridor. The Corridor is
already utilized by dozens of children, families and cyclists regularly. Additionally
creating a strong connection from Sunset Park to the River parks would be a great
asset for the community. Sunset Park is definitely a gem of a park, connecting it
more easily to the green belt would be greatly beneficial to the Boise community
at large. Thank you for collecting data.
Is it going to take a child on a bike getting hit before significant action is done to
calm traffic on 32nd? The 30 MPH speed limit is outrageous. This road is nothing
like 36th or 28th - why does it have the same speed limit?
It would be awesome to find a way to add a pedestrian right of way (maybe a
sidewalk on one side instead of both?) while using the road right of way and
avoiding having to get into people's property. The road is plenty wide and
streetside parking is minimal.
A sidewalk or some sort of pedestrian coverage on Taft before the light would be
very appreciative.
Sunset neighborhood needs sidewalks and bikelanes.
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Please keep 4 or 3-way stops at all intersections on 32nd street, lower the speed
limit to 20mph and make a bikeway as this street is ideal for low-stress bike
commuting and many pedestrians use these street to access Sunset Park, and in
some places, there is no sidewalk. Cars can easily go to 36th and 28th for N/S
destinations and then away 32nd. We commute by bike on this road 3x/week.
Having it now go through to Hill Rd (via the new connection to 34th, just south of
Hill road) makes this road an ideal N/S bike route for homes up 36th St and any
where to the north.
Make Irene into a bikeway. It is a great low-stress E/W connector, goes by Elm
Grove Park and is a good way for folks to get from the West to the Hyde Park and
Camelsback area or North End with out having to go along Hill Rd or all the way to
the Greenbelt. Keep all stop sign areas to 4-way stops so that bikes can keep their
momentum if there are no other cars present.
This is great low-stress access from Sunset Park to the Collister Shopping Center
for ice-cream, roller skating, haircuts, and the Library!. Make this a low-stress
bikeway boulevard.
We would use these bike paths more if they were made less bumpy and
surrounding goat head bushes (mostly off of Clover Dr) were eradicated (we along
w/ groups are working on that!)
I can't figure out how to best cross State Street in this area. I tried the new crosslight area where E/W bound State Street cars are making left turns. It seemed
jicky and inefficient. I'll try it again...it may need to just be made more clear. I do
not like crossing at Veterans and State. 32nd and State, for whatever reason,
seems a much safer place to cross, but that is a ways down, if you are wanting to
cross to get onto Veterans and go to Garden City to head to the schools over
there, Fred Meyer, or the Fairgrounds.
If it were easy to cross State Street on a bike here, bikes going N/S could use
32nd, then bump over to 34th via Anderson St (ending up behind Albertsons) and
then cross into Veterans Memorial Park to get on the greenbelt. The bikepaths in
Veterans Memorial Park would need to be updated.
All bike lanes should be removed. Streets are for cars. Bikes need to stay on the
greenbelt. Double goes for scooters. They need to be banned completely.
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A light for cyclists and pedestrians would help improve safety for non-drivers.
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Visibility for vehicles traveling WB on Pleasanton is impaired. Cars have to pull far
out to be able to see cross traffic which puts peds and bikes on 27th at risk.
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NB 23rd bike lane goes nowhere once it hits State.
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Awkward transition/intersection. Bicyclists headed East into businesses and
schools North of State struggle once they reach the end of Pleasanton at State.
Need a bike route other than State Street to continue Eastbound travel. Combo W
Madison Ave and alleys to get to 18th, 17th and further east?
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Pleasanton needs sharrows. It's a popular bike route.
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There are two elementary schools in this neighborhood, none of the streets go
through running east to west and the ones that do I don’t have sidewalks, besides
catalpa. I see multiple kids walking weaving in and out of parked cars as people
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drive 40 miles an hour down that street there also should be speed bumps on
Taft!
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Pleasanton needs sharrows
Need a signalized crosswalk across State Street at 21st Street. Dangerous
unprotected crossing used frequently. Have to go to 23rd or 18th for protected
crossing so people often cut across here in a busy/awkward intersection.
Have used the bike lane SB on Whitewater from the signalized crossing at
Whittier Elementary with my 8-year-old. He was really afraid of the traffic
speeding right next to him. It's a bit gnarly for anyone honestly.
Existing crosswalk needs bulb outs and flashing ped crossing lights like what is
near Boise Main Library.
Need a signalized crosswalk across State Street at 21st Street. Popular place for
peds/bikes to cross with businesses and bus stops. Currenlty have to go to 23rd or
18th for protected crossing.
crosswalk needed desperately on the south side of Idaho through this intersection
- many jaywalkers and heavy traffic - pedestrians should have a turn to pass
through the intersection, not just cars
Reduce speed to 25 mph with radar signs to show drivers they are speeding.
crosswalks needed on all sides of this intersection and traffic control needed of
cars turning on to main from 16th to allow pedestrian crossing safely
Walkers on the Greenbelt are being overtaken by cyclists. They keep building bike
lanes on the roads so the spandex wearing Tour-deFrance wanna-bes need to be
there and not running over walkers trying to get some exercise.
I believe to safely access the PHB on the south side of Pleasonton at White Water
Park Boulevard; Bikes need to travel on the sidewalk so they can be visible to
north bound traffic on White Water that is turning right on Pleasanton. This is
especially true when riding with children.
There are a ton of pedestrians using this awesome neighborhood. Sidewalks on
both sides of street are needed. But, in addition, it is really important to lower the
speed limit and add a lot more cross walks and signage for speeding cars to watch
for pedestrians.
The speed bumps on Catalpa are not working. Full size trucks go over them at 30
mph.
Need east-west bike/ped connections thru Garden City. Now the only routes are
Chinden (yikes) or Adams. You couold just dress up Osage, and pave the short
gravel portion
Commuters are using Arthur as a through route and traveling too fast for this
neighborhood where many kids play. Another speed bump is needed.
After crossing state st at 23, going south, it’s hard to get in the street, I usually
take the sidewalk which isn’t the bike thing to do
This is a tight corner and hard to see traffic. It would be nice if one side of the
street didn't allow parking on this block.
OH: Bike lane (full lane) needs to extend from State Street to Chinden on west
side of VMP.
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OH: Encourage Parks Dept. to install a bridge at this location to restore path
around lake.
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OH: Traffic signal sensors for bicyclists/in bike lanes.
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OH TP: We need Greenbelt access permanently restored between Veteran's Park
and downtown. This access has been closed/gated off for nearly ten years! Each
time it finally re-opens, within a month the gates and barriers go right back up.
This is a vital bicycle and commuter route that the City seems to have no interest
in keeping open for public use. Bicycles get rerouted onto State Street and Adams
Street which is dangerous.
OH TP: Crosswalk safety should be a top priority. How about orange flags in
holders for pedestrians to flag cars going too fast.
OH: Is that the Boise Greenbelt? Need to redesign to separate beach-goers from
thru-walkers/bikers
OH: Congestion at this point on the greenbelt makes biking difficult
OH: Would appreciate a protected (grade separated or curb) bike lane, or better
maintenance and debris removal.
OH: Cars go SO fast on this road, especially considering how close to
Whittier/Esther Simplot it is. Could widen bike lanes/sidewalks, enforce speed
limit or lower.
OH: 4-way stop with crosswalks on all streets for school children.
OH: Main and Fairview couplet are oversized - especially given that they are
parallel to I-184. Both should have reduced lane county and speed limit
OH: It would be great if there was a dedicated bike lane along Bannock/Jefferson.
in the more residential areas of these streets. Lots of bike traffic and little to no
driver concern for safety and not enough room for bikes to be comfortable.
OH TP: Switch share arrows for an actual bike lane along this entire route! So
many cyclists use this road but many drivers do not even come close to giving the
necessary space.
OH: Crosswalk across Fairview at 25th for ped and bike traffic with flashing lights
OH: Consider extending route to State Street and to the Albertsons shopping
center.
OH: Protected pedestrian crossing at 23rd and Bannock. Reduced speed on 23rd
to 25 mph.
OH: For pedestrians, this intersection is confusing the first time you encounter it,
inconvenient after that.
OH: ACHD needs to maintain the bike lane during the winter. It gets iced over for
weeks after a storm, forcing bikes to take the lane.
OH: Install cut in median to allow bicyclists to cross WWP without having to take
circuitous route to HAWK that also creates conflict with pedestrians
OH: Need a way for bikes to cross WB on Pleasanton to greanbelt and Quinn's
pond without having to cross Pleasanton in front of right turning cars to access
existing crosswalk.
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OH TP: Add north side of street flasher button and crosswalk to intersection of
Whitewater and Pleasanton (to align with Esther Simplot entrance)
OH TP: Intersection of Pleasanton and Whitewater Park Blvd is dangerous for
cyclists and for cyclist/pedestrian interactions.
OH: 27th and Pleasanton - have to be in crosswalk and bike path to see vehicles
on 27th
OH: Bulbout and crosswalk on Pleasanton and 23rd. Add sharrows along
Pleasanton from 21st to park.
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474

OH: Speed limit of 25 mph on 23rd Street
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475

OH TP: Crosswalks, even roundabout to slow traffic.
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OH: Crosswalks across 23rd
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OH: Crosswalk across Madison
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OH: Add bulbouts
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OH: Signalize the crossing at 23rd and Jefferson

D4
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OH: Currently, vehicles have to encroach into crosswalk to check for cross traffic;
can't see if there is anyone behind crosswalk.
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OH: Lower speed on 23rd

D4
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OH: Add crosswalk across Bannock
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OH: Need a crossing or light here

D4

487
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OH: Crosswalk across State at 21st (bus stops/west side drive-in/tobacco CXN) it is
the narrowest point on State Street!
OH: Need crosswalk across State Street at 21st. Bus stops on north and south of
street and lots of ped traffic. Currently have to go to 23rd or 18th to cross.
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OH TP: IFYWP pedestrian crossing on State Street and 21st.
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OH: light or something to help cross to/from west side drive-in
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491

OH: Stop sign on Jefferson and 19th
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OH: Stop sign on Jefferson and 19th to slow down through traffic.
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OH: Headed south on 17th, need help getting to my spanish class at 1655
Fairview.
OH: Add signal to provide safe bike/ped crossing for 17th, esp. with blind turn
from Idaho/16th traffic, forcing motorist traffic to stop.
OH: Keep mature trees - narrow road to one shared lane to for cars/traffic
calming
OH: Rolled curb ADA compatible
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OH: Maintain ped route along canal when motel goes in!

A2
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OH: State Street is just terrifying for cyclists - I always ride on the sidewalk if I
have to bike here. Protected bike lane would be ideal.. both directions.
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OH: Sidewalk on Mercer
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502

OH: Bike rack (green bike)

B2

503

OH: 36th N of Albertson's is currently uncomfortable to bike with kids. Love to see
bike infrastructure improved here. Sidewalk has frequent obstructions
(mailboxes, poles, bushes) and is a poor alternative.
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OH: No sidewalks, walking, or biking lanes. Creates hazards to walkers and bikers.
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OH: No sidewalk, walking, or biking lanes. Hazard for walkers and bikers.
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OH: Taft has sidewalk to the east but it ends before Tamarack Dr. This forces
pedestrians and bikes onto the road towards the center of the road because the
parked cars don't provide enough room to walk between them and the property
lines.
OH: Taft has generally been comfortable to bike, even without infrastructure. We
are starting to see faster and more traffic to necessitate bike lanes. (this is an
important E-W connector!)
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OH TP: Narrow road, reduce pass-through
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OH: Wylie lane has requested sidewalks as well

A3
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OH: There is ACHD ROW between Willow and Alamosa - If this was turned into a
paved street it would facilitate traffic flow through the Heron Hollow area.
OH: It's very important to maintain a pedestrian/bicyclist through corridor when
the Lander St. water treatment expansion starts. Putting us on State is not a valid
solution.
OH: I agree that Taft is dangerous for bike/ped
OH: 4-way stop control speeding, SW sidewalks on Lander, Garnet, Glendale, and
Mercer.
OH: Neighbors on Lander have requested sidewalks and have concerns about
speeding
OH: Sidewalk needed on south side of Glendale St. This way leads to pedestrian
crossing at Veteran's Memorial Park.
OH TP: Sidewalk needed
OH: There is no longer an open gate (behind the former Smoky Davis location) for
Taft Elementary students to access to get to school. I see many young students
walking solo to school on State Street. If there was the gate open, this would get
these children off of State Street corridor many block sooner.
OH: Barrier at 38th should be removed; to help alleviate traffic congestion and
ease flow to and from Taft Elementary.
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OH: Cars coming off of 36th to Taft (east and west) turn corners at extremely fast
paces and since there are no sidewalks it makes it extremely dangerous for
pedestrians. We need better visibility and signs/crosswalks in this intersection.
OH: There are many pedestrians of Taft (36th and Sycamore) people walking
dogs, babies, bikers, and neighbors of all sorts going toward then directions of the
libraries and schools. However, there is no safe route to be a pedestrian on Taft
especially since the street is increasing in traffic this is becoming a huge deterrent
for neighbors to access the amenities in our neighborhood. These amenities are
what makes our neighborhood special and a place to build community. If the
traffic is only going to increase in our city we need to be thinking about how to
keep neighborhoods safe, healthy, and connected. We need sidewalks or a
pedestrian path on Taft and we needed this years ago.
Better visibility or warning for drivers and crosswalk for cyclists to make a left
from greenbelt onto shoreline. Also remove parking spots West of greenbelt
entrance to prevent cars backing across the park of cyclists entering greenbelt
from shoreline.
OH: Reduce speed to 25 mph
Bike markings should extend on River in both directions between Americana and
(th Street. This ties together a biking corridor already in use. The completion of
these markings should not wait for repaving, they are needed now.
Need a cross walk across 27th on the East side of the intersection. Currenlty no
crossing option for peds.
Agree with others: Bannock needs a clearly-marked bike lane from 29th to 15th,
as this is a commonly-used bike route but motorists don't look for bikes or give
them enough space.
Make the bike lane protected all the way up to the top of hill in this section.
Drivers are speeding, this lane is used by pedestrians as well as bicyclists. It should
be a premier connection to the upper part of Fairview. Put protection in!!
Do more than candlestick bike lane here. This is unsafe, drivers are speeding, the
roadway is too wide. We know better design will slow traffic down.
Put bike lanes on VMP, and make them protected. The speeds on this road are
regularly over 40mph. Garden City police feel it's not a problem to be close
passed on VMP, and say "as long as you're not hit..." We're also told to stay on
the sidewalk by the police. Build a bike lane that connects Hill Road to Curtis. THIS
would be a great connection.
put a curb ramp in. The rolled curb isn't friendly to kids, strollers, wagons, or
bikes.
Adams street traffic is very aggressive. This is a narrow street, needs better
policing, and bike lanes would be great. Sharrows just aren't understood.
Put a push button in on the right side of the road for bicyclists and put in a curb
cut. Cyclists are forced onto the wrong side of the road, right at the corner which
is dangerous, and unexpected. This can be very crowded and it's good to get the
bikes/scooters across in their own area. Aligning the street crossing with the
greenbelt access would make this area much safer and user friendly.
This is a huge piece of roadway, and difficult to cross at peak times. This crossing
should be safer
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Add button for bikes to use the light on the south west side, street accessible.
Intersection is too wide and has too many lanes to safely use as a bicyclist. Please
reduce car lanes - and add a protected bike lane.
The recent evidence of vehicle accidents at the intersection of 27th and Bannock
combined with the reoccuring flattening of the sign indicating a median island at
the lighted crosswalk tell me that something isn't working here. I'm not sure
what the solution is, but I'm guessing that you (ACHD) are tiring of replacing that
sign!
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569

Bike lane on 27th so narrow at parts it's like a fog line...
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572

Add bulbouts and signalized crossing at Bannock

E4

574

OH: Bulbouts and crosswalks
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575

OH: Bulbouts and crosswalks

D4

580
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OH: Crosswalk button on all 4 corners so bikers do not have to cross against the
flow of traffic.
OH: Crosswalk with stoplight at 21st Street near West Side Drive-In and Tobacco
Connection and bus stops.
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OH: Signalized crosswalks across Main Street
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OH: Signalized crosswalks across Fairview.
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I would love to see sidewalks on 26th street and the surrounding areas. With a
elementary school only 2 streets away, it is currently not safe for my kids to walk
or bike to school.
When my daughters bike west on Pleasanton to Quinn's Pond, in order to cross
Whitewater at the crosswalk, they have to cut across Pleasanton in a blind spot. I
am concerned that a vehicle going north on Whitewater and turning right on
Pleasanton will have a hard time seeing them. Please reengineer this crossing to
make it safer for folks coming from both directions.
This is confusing when you exit from the Firefighter Memorial. Need wayfinding
and somewhere to cross the street
Cars come racing down this street and by the time they reach this crosswalk are
going very quickly. I would support lowering the speed limit on 23rd street. Or a
cross walk with warning lights
Jefferson needs to be more bike friendly. It is heavily used by bicyclists
(commuters and families)
Terrible crossing that forces pedestrians and cyclists to cross the street to get to
the crosswalk.
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Dangerous crossing. I've started using Jefferson St.

D3

599

Ditto the other comment. Make Jefferson Bike friendly!
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602

This is a very busy and dangerous intersection. This needs to be a four way stop.
Cars on Jefferson travel very fast.
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LIST OF COMMENTS

All comments located more than 100 feet outside of the planning boundary.

COMMENT
COMMENT NO.
NO.
The part of N Arthur St. nearest State Street is narrow, parked up and has no sidewalks.
2
It can be difficult to cross 16th on Bannock as a pedestrian or cyclist, especially at high
6
traffic times. It can be dangerous when crossing and cars are turning from Bannock to
16th, they may see an opening in traffic and not look for bike/peds crossing the street.
This is a major access point to the greenbelt from neighborhoods east of here. Also the
9
park draws many people.
Need sidewalks all the way down Cruzen and turn it into the main through biking and
walking street to get down to ww park and garden city. Great central location for the
11
neighborhood to get the entire area down and would connect it from the school as well
as Curtis for neighboring areas coming across safely.
This area is very unsafe for bicycle riders.
12
More bike/ped connections to State Street and businesses is needed.
14
All new improvements on State St. should include a separate, dedicated bike lane in both
23
directions.
The Greenbelt to the west of Americana should have a smooth and obvious route to the
24
Farmers Market
The bike lanes on Fairview and Main can feel unsafe because there are so many lanes of
28
traffic and many cars at times. There is often glass and debris in the bike lane.
This is awkward and unsafe for bike riders going from Grove to Main St.
29
We live on 32nd and understand that the current legal speed limit, 30 mph, was a
mistake that was never corrected. Like the other streets in our area, the speed limit
should be 25 mph. We have two young daughters, and many, many young children and
families walk and ride their bikes along 32nd to Sunset Park. There are no sidewalks and
34
we all know that when the speed limit is 30, many folks drive 35-45 mph along 32nd.
Please consider adding sidewalks at least along the west side of 32nd between Taft and
Sunset Park. This seems like such an oversight by the city to keep the speed limit so high
without adding speed bumps and/or creating a safe zone for kids to get down to the
park. Thank you for hearing my request.
The speed limit should be lowered on 32nd. Speed bumps, dips or more stop signs would
35
also help. I see so many kids on bikes and walking on the road due to no sidewalks and
cars flying by going over 35 mph. Please consider the safety of pedestrians!
Taft DEFINITELY needs a bike lane and/or sidewalk to facilitate the number of children
36
and families who walk and ride on this street. It gets very busy with vehicle traffic in the
mornings and is a real hazard to pedestrians.
The traffic on this road is too fast to use the bike lane safely. Would you let your 8 year
42
old on it?
Need sidewalks on Pleasanton between 27 and 26th .
44
access to greenbelt from Washington Elementary
45
Garden City Boys & Girls Club location is a destination I bike to and from for work. It now
has a nice entrance to the greenbelt from the parking lot. This is an important access
46
point for the mobile farmer's market, access to the parks, and fun, food, and drink along
the greenbelt from other parts of Garden City.
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The bike lane disappears here, and it is a dangerous point for cyclists travelling south on
15th St or turning onto River St.
The shoulder/bike lane on both sides of VMP bridge disappear and force cyclists into
traffic.
Taft St. needs sidewalks desperately. Having lived on it for sometime now, the amount
of increased traffic is incredible and has turned into somewhat of a neighborhood
thoroughfare. Ideally there would be sidewalks on the north and south side of TAFT
between 36th and 32nd at least, and even better if they could extend all the way to 28th.
Very dangerous for pedestrians because cars generally go well over the posted speed
limit of 20 and the only place to walk is out in the road. Thank you
Better signage to indicate that bikes have to merge onto the roundabout would be
helpful. Cars don't realize that the bike lane ends and bikes merge onto the roundabout
with them. It's also a speedway for cars!
Sidewalks are needed on Taft because it's a main vein in and out of the neighborhood as
well as to and from the Collister shopping center and library.
Working with the Settlers Canal Union would be awesome to have the right-of-way open
for public pedestrian use. There are many people hoping for this.
Entrance into Willow Lane Park would benefit from a parallel paved path or wider
entrance for pedestrian use
Traffic calming measures for the entrances into the neighborhoods south of state street
would be awesome
Please construct pedestrian/bilke path to connect Lander and Plum Street with Arthur.
This would provide alternative route, off State street, for Taft students, and
neighborhood cyclists. Need an easement.
This intersection feels unsafe as both a pedestrian and a biker, cars drive too fast and
have poor visibility.
It'd be great if this little entrance onto the greenbelt was paved instead of being gravel.
State Street could really use a bike lane. Right now almost 100% vehicular traffic.
The pedestrian crossing at Pleasanton and Whitewater is not good for cyclists. You are
forced to either turn and up and back down Whitewater via the roundabout or transition
from cyclist on the road to the pedestrian crosswalk and then make an odd tight turn to
get back to the greenbelt on the other side.
Sidewalk on south side from 26th to 27th.
Clearer signage where ok to have leashed dogs. I want to access greenbelt and must go
through the park but says no dogs except service dogs.
We need sidewalks on Taft St. between 36th and Sycamore. The traffic is speeding
through this section and not even slowing for the dog walkers, etc., who have no other
place to walk but the side of the street.
Need to change the parking lane into protected parking or a bike lane. Few park along
the street out of fear of getting their cars damaged. Protected parking bulbouts and
crosswalks would make it a lot safer for pedestrians and students on their way to
schools.
A lot of speeders on 39th make it risky to walk or cycle here. Need protected bulb out
sidewalks and some way of slowing down traffic here. Lots of families with kids and pets
live on 39th.
Our residents overwhelmingly want sidewalks on Taft. It was agreed to as part of the
Neighborhood plan passed in 1998. Please prioritize Taft sidewalks and bike lanes.
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A lot of speeders on 36th make it risky to walk or cycle here. Need protected bulb out
sidewalks and some way of slowing down traffic here. Lots of families with kids and pets
live on 36th.
Still very dangerous to walk or cycle on Hill Road. Please lower and enforce the speed
limits to no more than 30 mph along Hill road. It's become very dangerous with all the
speeding cars, driving too close to the car ahead, and not slowing for cars turning but
instead using the cycle lane to speed past other drivers.
Drivers go WAY too fast on this stretch of road. Bike lane is also constantly full of debris
from trees and cars, or full of water during the rain.
This intersection is so confusing and frustrating as a pedestrian. Not allowed to cross
16th and Main on the north side, if you backtrack and go on the 17th street island
there's no indication you can't cross if you keep following the sidewalk. Having to go
back to 17th and crossing to the south side of main street, or walking up 16th to cross on
the north side of Idaho is such an inconvenience.
I've almost been killed crossing here too many times to count.
This intersection is too wide to cross safely as a pedestrian. Would appreciate longer
walk times or leading pedestrian interval.
Please don't pave all these trails. It is nice to have the option to walk/run on the earth vs.
asphalt. The official greenbelt trail along the river IS already paved. Let's keep a few
unpaved trails in this area!
widening this part of the greenbelt would be nice due to the volume of users
A connection between South trail to Plantation Island would be nice. the detour thru
down 52nd street is not safe for younger riders
32nd street runs along the sunset park. There are no no sidewalks or bike lanes and the
speed limit is way too high (30 mph). Drivers tend to drive even faster than the limit
and its a huge safety concern.
Sidewalks on Taft are much needed. I walk here all the time and often get way to close to
traffic. See lots of kids on both sides of the road.
Sycamore is a beautiful street that, aside from commute hours, is a pleasant place to
walk and bike in spite of the lack of dedicated space for those uses. My primary concern
about this street is that in pursuing walkability the City and ACHD will take an
engineering-heavy approach and ruin the many positive qualities already present. Rather
than the approach taken on Catalpa of widening the paved area and adding sidewalks
and painted lanes to separate users, I would like a solution that adds cues to drivers that
this is a shared neighborhood space where driving above 15-20 mph is inappropriate and
unsafe. Most importantly, don't spoil the beauty of this street.
A bike and pedestrian path from Sunset to Arthur and Plum would be huge for this
neighborhood. This could connect the neighborhood to a school, park, and a grocery
store.
Farmer's Union greenbelt connection!
Farmers Union greenbelt!
Mistake on map... Farmers Union canal does not connect to the river here... it goes
under Veterans
Thank you for the upcoming flashing pedestrian crossing across State at Wylie lane. I am
eager for it and hope it makes State less of a barrier. Please give this signal a high priority
people so people don't get tired of waiting and dart across without the flashing lights.
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Sidewalks on at least one side of Taft would be great. This particular point is narrow, but
there's an empty lot next to it... time for some right-of-way. In places, there's enough
space for a landscape strip too.
More information for bikers and pedestrians using green belt in this area. Pedestrians
aren’t being courteous when given heads-up from a cyclist. Also, not controlling dogs
and children when bikes are coming through.
Does this bridge really have to be so bumpy? How about some longitudinal planks or
something so bikes are juddered to pieces!
There is a treed corridor along the connector that I've often thought could be part of a
bike route from the greenbelt to downtown.
What are the chances of a treed median on State Street? It would improve the
aesthetics and ability of pedestrians to cross. Some shade too.
They should consider putting a good restaurant here.
Signage here that the greenbelt connection is a multi-use path, but not including blowing
up rafts, making lunch, or storing SUPs. Difficult for commuters and passers through.
These massive dumpsters aren’t very fitting for the park like setting that they are in.
Shouldn’t they be screened?
Need additional ped crossings along Whitewater blvd
This is really minor, but could we possibly smooth/round the connection between VMP
and the southside greenbelt?
17th is actually a very nice quiet street for a bike connection between the north end and
the greenbelt. The only problem is that you have to cut through the St. Lukes/OEC
parking lot to get to the connector underpass at Americana. Solution... a simple
connection at the end of the street to the River Street off ramp. One problem this might
cause is crossing the off-ramp in a dangerous place, so would require a railing or
something to prevent.
With no sidewalk on the south side of State (yet), the canal path would make a much
safer connection from Alamosa to the light at Willow.
Connecting to the greenbelt from the Willow Lane park entrance requires navigating an
often busy parking lot. A dedicated greenbelt route (for south/east-bound travelers)
might be nice.
The bike/pedestrian crossing at 23rd St and State St needs to be updated to direct cyclist
traffic heading south onto the correct side of the street. As it is, bikes are funneled onto
the sidewalk on the wrong side of the road.
Would love to see a sidewalk put in on 32nd street from Taft to Sunset park, this is a
heavy use area for pedestrians and bikers
38th is divided with some Jersey barriers. To pass through involves gravel and mud. Can
you maybe move the barriers to allow bike/ped traffic through the middle?
Even if it were just a seasonal path, this would be a very helpful connection, avoiding
52nd Street. With some pilings on the beach, perhaps, it could be a year-round raised
boardwalk connection.
Heavy mixed traffic (bike, walk, skate board, scooters...) at the ped bridge creates a very
hazardous situation on both ends of the bridge. We need some creative solutions.
Should be a bike lane
Bikes are forced to merge here. Very dangerous during rush hours. Need a protected
bike lane.
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We need a connector from 29th street to 28th Street around the Lowell pool and school.
Currently there are steps over an irrigation canal that makes transporting bikes, strollers,
etc difficult.
Taft needs sidewalks or bike lanes. It can be pretty narrow and scary when riding bikes
with my children to the library.
32 has some sidewalks, but they are sporadic and some don't have a slope for bikes and
other wheels at the corner. I worry about my kids on this street.
The section of Taft by the church is extra narrow. Yesterday there was a car parked on
the side of the road which brought it down to basically a one lane. It was a little tricky to
navigate with my kids on bikes. Not parking on that section of street could also be
beneficial.
The new light at Arthur makes the connection between the neighborhoods to the north
and the Greenbelt. A more direct connection to the greenbelt would be nice, especially
one that didn't involve crossing Veterans or weaving back to Lander. Perhaps a bridge at
the end of Bell Street, combined with an attractive green path between Veterans and the
wastewater plant?
This strip of land (next to 801 Clover) is public. It would be a nice pedestrian micro-path
between Veterans park and Moore Street. Longer term, if Jordan Street becomes a bike
route (i.e. low-stress parallel to State), there's a natural connection to be made here.
Settlers Canal Greenbelt!
I agree with others comments here about the need for a light activated crosswalk with a
pedestrian island or curb bulb-outs to slow traffic.
Settlers Canal Greenbelt!
Please make a comfortable connection to the greenbelt, instead of a bumpy and abrupt
curb edge. Like the neighboring comment, perhaps this will be fixed once the new
construction is over?
This cross walk and bike-route are very cumbersome to use when crossing southbound
from the Ellis/N. 23rd bike routes. After using the cross-walk riding south on 23rd, one is
forced into oncoming traffic riding the wrong-direction in the bike lane or on the
sidewalk, both of which are very dangerous when encountering right hand turning
(northbound) traffic. The cross-over to the right-hand side bike lane isn't safely possible
until W Regan Ave. a full block away.
Do something about the speed of traffic between 23rd and the river on both Main and
Fairview. These two streets literally become drag-racing strips on the weekends. The
noise is deafening and the inability to safely cross either of these two thoroughfares is
unacceptable in the "most livable city in the country." Oh wait, that's the city's line, and
you two don't get along so well.
Please improve the fenceline with irrigated bushes and trees to hide the fence and lot
from the path. The lot is slowing improvement in the area north of the lot and doesn't
work with the natural beauty of the rivers and parks.
33rd could have a bike zip lane? Safely transport commuters to Chinden
Large sidewalk for the urban environment!
Simple flag cross walk
Echoing my neighbors, 32nd needs sidewalks (at least on the park side), reduction of
speed limit, and bike sharrows.
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15th and Hill should be a roundabout to reduce congestion during busy times and
improve safety for drivers, bikers and pedestrians.
People drive SO fast along this stretch of the road. The speed limit should be 25, there
should be speed bumps, & there should be sidewalks. I walk with my son to the park all
the time & just around the neighborhood and we avoid 32nd because it seems so
dangerous. There are so many kids in the area.
32nd St.: needs large sidewalk on one side w/adjacent bike lane.
Sidewalks, bike lanes and speed bumps would increase safety on Taft. This has become a
busy street for multiple users that include pedestrians, cyclists and cars. Taft serves as a
main access street to the neighborhood from 36th and from State. Many pedestrians
(children) use Taft to access the Collister shopping center which has a dollar store,
library, bank, skating rink and much more.
32nd st needs sidewalks that narrow the street, with room for parking and bike lanes.
Kids stand out here in the dark waiting for the bus with cars flying at 40 and 50 mph.
32nd st needs paint, signs that indicate pedestrian crossing places in the middle of the
road like on 15th st. We need a stop sign, Hawk signal, and paint at 34th and sunset
where all that new construction went in so pedestrians, kids, bicycles can safely cross to
get to sunset park.
32nd Street has become way too busy and cars often go too fast. Sidewalks and traffic
calming techniques are needed. Bike lanes could be added or 31st could be designated
as a shared bike/car street.
Taft has become way too busy and cars go way too fast. We like to bike or walk from our
home on Neff to the Collister Center but have had some scary incidents that discourage
us from doing that and force us to use a car to protect our safety instead.
We would like to be able to bike from our home in the Sunset neighborhood to Harrison
Hollow but the amount and speed of traffic on Hill Road makes us feel unsafe.
I have lived in the Collister neighborhood off of Taft St for 18 years. The traffic on Taft
has gotten much heavier during that time. I use Taft as a car driver, pedestrian and
cyclist. Currently, Taft is like a country lane in terms of how it is designed for foot traffic.
This doesn’t reflect the increased traffic on the road. The recently installed stop signs at
Taft and Tamarack have helped slow traffic some, but sidewalks would improve safety
overall. One specific area of concern is Taft between Hawthorne and Sycamore, where
the road narrows. Please consider sidewalks Taft for pedestrian safety.
bike lanes, bufferes lanes ideally.
The intersection at 28th and Sunset is an accident waiting to happen. With cars being
allowed to park inches away from the stop sign it is very difficult to see the cross traffic
on 28th. A car has to pull out to near the middle of the road just to see if it is clear,
With the lack of sidewalks along Sunset, and the lack of police supervision to help
enforce the 20 mph speed limit, this neighborhood road can at times be unsafe for
pedestrians and bikers alike.
I often walk on or have to cross 32nd to get to sunset park and there are many areas
without sidewalks on this street, with many speeding drivers and heavy traffic, that make
it feel unsafe when walking a dog.
I love that Adams is not a through street here. I really hope you plan to keep it this way.
This high density living is designed for biking & walking with kids friends, neighbors, and
dogs. If opened up you would see a massive increase of traffic from frustrated drivers
trying to get through to Veterans while avoiding the Chinden traffic. It would make for a
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very dangerous situation for families living on the south side of Adams who walk daily to
the community center, pool, parks, and greenbelt.
Agreed .. need another designated bike path
Ellis can be a very busy street. Speed bumps have helped. An improvement would be
traffic slowing restrictions (where the road narrows in).
Agreed .. need another designated bike path
27th should have a designated bike land (separated with barrier)
Something to slow down traffic on Sycamore would be wonderful. I agree with another
comment, please keep beauty of this street!
26th needs a sidewalk. Many people walk this street and it could be much safer.
Hill Rd & 28th St needs a flashing crosswalk. Students have no way of crossing over Hill
Rd in order to get to school (Lowell Elementary, Hillside Jr High or to get to the bus stop
for Boise High). Since there's no continuous sidewalk on the North side of Hill, they
would have to cross over at 28th in order to walk to school and that’s way too
dangerous. With all the traffic turning onto and off of 28th St, the blind turn in the road
and the speed at which others are coming down Hill, it's a deathtrap. I've often thought a
flashing crosswalk would at least help. Thank you!
We bike this section almost daily with our 2 children. A designated bike lane, lowered
speed limit or sidewalk would greatly inprove safety
sometimes it's hard to walk the dog as there are cars parked on both sides of the street
and cars coming down the street. if we made it like northview that would help
the end of Arthur has no sidewalks and gets very congested because of cars parking on
both sides
Thorn bushes grow over the path, tearing clothing as you ride past. Got really bad until it
was trimmed a bit last year (thanks), but it's growing back fast.
A sky bridge or tunnel for pedestrians would a great addition here.
This entire area needs to be clear of brush and over grown vegetation. It feel unsafe
even in the day time.
I've run across this street many times as a jaywalker. It needs a crosswalk.
It is such a bad idea to have the bike lane just disappear right into a confusing
roundabout. Americans don’t know how to use roundabouts and they are going pretty
fast. There needs to be better signs or a bike lane through the whole thing
Please put a marked crosswalk near 28th and hill!
Bike lanes need added along Taft and going south on 32nd going towards state stree
The intersections of 19th & Washington and 18th & Washington are heavily used by
bicyclists and pedestrians. Often there are motor vehicles parked very close to the
corners (ramp cut-outs) at these intersections. The resulting obstructed view puts the
cyclists and pedestrians at risk especially during the morning and evening commutes. I
believe that safety would be improved vastly with the addition of 'No Parking Here to
Corner' signs at both of these intersections.
People drive really fast on this road, using it as a short cut between Whitewater and
27th. There are a lot of young kids in the neighborhood that bike and run and play in the
area, and it would be great if speed bumps or some other traffic-slowing mechanism was
installed.
32nd and Good is a heavy used intersection. 32nd is a major north/south and Good is a
popular East/West for through traffic. Visibility is also limited at this intersection
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because of trees and fences. I'd like to see a 4-way stop at this intersection to improve
safety for pedestrians and cyclist, as well as drivers.
ACHD owns a small strip of land between two residential lots that needs to be utilized for
its intended purpose: pedestrian access. Opening up this bike and pedestrian walkway
would help link residential communities to the Library! to the Greenbelt, to Willow Lane
Athletic Complex. We currently have access from the Greenbelt to Alamosa, Alamosa to
Wymosa, and then we have Wylie to State Street. But we are missing this crucial link of
Wymosa to Wylie.
We need safer bike and pedestrian access across State Street. It was terrifying to try to
cross on foot when it was only 4/5 lanes. One can only imagine when this widening
project is completed
Absolutely need safety measures for bikes and pedestrians to use this street.
Greenbelt connectivity is important.
Busy corner with lots of walkers and bikers. Difficult to see traffic coming with all the
cars on or near the corner. a cross walk would be helpful
Sidewalks, proper curb and gutter, wider bike lanes and better shrub and tree
management along sidewalks on 36th St. and surrounding streets like Taft would be
great.
It seems that what has been proven to work for traffic control just a few blocks to the
east, in the North End neighborhood, should, by reason of similarity, by just as effective
here in the Sunset neighborhood – a mere 30 feet distant. This solution is simple – yet
brilliant. Stop signs at every other intersection. As for sidewalks and bike paths on 32nd –
I believe that to do either would require frontage homeowners to lose a considerable
slice of their property to eminent domain, the setbacks are not currently sufficient, most
of the canopy of trees that has been cultivated over the past 30 years would be
eliminated, and in the end, we would end up with a mirror image of 36th Street, just a
block away. This does not seem to be a financially, ecologically, or historically
responsible move for stewards of the City of Trees.
Extremely dangerous because the current cross walks are in a bad area of the round
about. They should be farther out. I've witnessed many near accidents because there
isn't a good distance to stop quickly.
No crosswalk for bikers from green belt to bike lane
The is a a dangerous intersection for pedestrians and bikers
Program a short-term project to address speeding, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic on this
busy residential street. Add striping to narrower the travel lanes and add bicycle lanes.
Long term, install sidewalks on both sides, bulb outs to shorten crossings, RRFB in
strategic locations, while maintaining some parking. On-street parking use is sporadic
the length of 32rd St.
The HAWK beacon (High-Intensity Activated crosswalk beacon) is an improvement for
crossing State Street. One problem I have observed is that pedestrian delay at the
beacon can be significant even when there are gaps in traffic, which means people cross
State Street before the beacon actuates for them or in random locations between the
signal and 33rd Street. Reducing pedestrian/bicyclist delay would increase safety as well
as on-time Valley Regional Transit services. Please reduce delay at the HAWK beacon,
especially in the NB direction.
Add sidewalks on Taft St. At Taft and 32nd consider an RRFB to improve on-time Valley
Regional Transit service as well as ped/bike safety.
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Bring back the stop signs on 32nd permanently
Collister needs to have sidewalks completed to get to Greenbelt.
Sight distance at the SW corner is limited by fence and trees, with path users entering
the intersection without watching for traffic, this intersection is dangerous. Clear the
sight triangle to improved safety.
Make whitewater a double turn lane onto main Street to reduce the traffic back up
We are in near desperate need for consistent tragic calming along 32nd St as well as
most all of our streets. Speed humps would greatly and consistently keep speeders at or
below the postedspeed limits.
Add in round-a-bouts at the Jordan St intersections that have stop signs (for east-west
Jordan St traffic) to create a better flow for bicycle traffic but still preserve the safety for
automobile traffic.
Develop round-a-bouts on Bannock intersections that have stop signs or stop lights. This
will allow bicycle traffic to flow better on Bannock and encourage bike riders to use
Bannock for east-west travel rather than the less safe (but faster) routes of Idaho and
Main. Bannock could (and should?) be a bicycle-centric thoroughfare, balancing the
auto-centric characteristics of Idaho and Main.
25mph speed limit on 23rd. That is the same speed limit on 27th, and should be
adequate for 23rd as well. It will be more hospitable (and safer for our community) for
pedestrian traffic. 30mph is not necessary on this short road segment, and does not fit
the character of the West End neighborhood.
Agree with the others. There needs to be a lighted cross walk here. Cars rarely stop as is
and it's dangerous.
One continuous sidewalk along Taft is of utmost importance as those who drive this
stretch do not follow posted speed limit signs and the road is rather thin.
I would prefer NOT to have sidewalks on this portion of Tamarack
There should be a crosswalk here.
Putting something that better designates the bike lanes on this street would be very
helpful, especially in winter. Cars still like to drive in the bike lanes. It's gotten better but
it still happens.
This path is the main path for access to Quinn's Pond. It's also the main bike/pedestrian
path through Simplot Park. It is chaos on certain summer days and evenings. It would be
nice to separate the two - maybe re-route the bike path so we can travel a little more
freely.
Missing a sidewalk connection here beside the gas station. It is a main connection to the
#9 bus stop.
This area (either here or at Bloom) could use some crossing help. It is along the low
stress bikeway and a main connection in and through the neighborhood.
The entire length of Collister needs bike/ped improvements. This is a main connection in
the neighborhood to our neighborhood center and also through the neighborhood with
sections included in the low stress bikeway. It also provides close access to the
greenbelt, but getting there is dangerous with the current conditions.
We need continuous sidewalks down the length of Collister. This is a main connection to
parks, schools, the library and neighborhood businesses. It is NOT safe currently with lots
of opportunities to be doored as a cyclist, multiple driveways backing into the roadway
and no refuge for pedestrians. This road is far too busy with far too much traffic for the
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current level of bike/ped infrastructure. Please look to Kootenai as an example of what
we want. NO widening, just infrastructure to accommodate ALL road users.
I don't know how likely, but a connection through to bloom from the John's Landing
subdivision would make MAJOR improvements to the connectivity.
I regularly cross StateSt at 23rd on my bicycle. I am a timid cyclist so use the ped light
and cross at the cross walk but headed south it is difficult to enter 23rd to head south--I
end up riding on the sidewalk for a block. This is my basic route to get to Quinn's pond
and Garden city
The ped traffic light on Whitewater blvd at Pleasanton is DANGEROUS! The count down
leads a ped to believe that traffic will be stopped for the entire count down so that a
pedestrian hurrying to cross might think the crossing is safe eg 12 min left but cars see a
blinking yellow light, don't see the ped, and could enter cross walk at same time as ped
The bike/ped path beside Quinn's pond is a major route from Pleasanton to the
Greenbelt and garden city. The path is too narrow and often there is dangerous
confusion for bicyclists/beach users. The bicycle path needs to be re-routed away from
the beach to allow higher speed cyclists to move through the area without conflict w/
other park users
Additional crossing for pedestrians and bicyclists. Stop traffic often to prevent jaywalking
and hazardous situations with Idaho stop law.
I like the bike lanes in the redesigned intersection but the bike lane abruptly ends forcing
bicyclists to ride on the side walk or to tide in traffic. Extending the bike lane to White
Water Park would be very nice - especially during peak commute times.
Many of the intersections along Bannock and throughout the city have very poor
visibility, making it more difficult for both cyclists to judge safety to cross AND for drivers
to see cyclists or pedestrians beginning to cross. This includes overgrown bushes or
trees, large vehicles or trailers parked right on the corner, and construction operations
allowed to block visibility.
I second that drivers go way too fast on this portion of road. There's no way the road
needs to be four lanes wide, it just encourages folks to treat it like they do Myrtle or
Front - there should be at least one protected bike line, and/or widen the sidewalk on
the east side of the road.
This area needs more signage and identified routes to connect the greenbelt with
businesses along chinden
Too many lanes on Fairview as well. People wouldn't miss the extra lanes if it went down
to two or even one lane, plus a transit lane and protected (physically separated, paint
isn't protection) bike lane.
I've seen renderings of the Shoreline District with separated bike and walk lanes - would
be a great idea!
Add crosswalk for shortest path across 23rd street
A lot of drivers cut the corner off Hill rd to 36th using Shasta st. Speed bumps would be
nice to slow down drivers and make it safe for family’s and kids to bike and play in the
area.
28th and Sunset needs to be a 4-way stop as is on 28th and Irene.
Why is the greenbelt through veterans still closed? How much longer are they milking
that project?
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Crossing State Street to get to Lowell Elementary and St. Mary's church is dangerous -cars run red lights, cars turn without looking for non-motorists, etc. Perhaps more lights,
signage, and raised bumps could help.
Speed bump or traffic calming. People rip through here avoiding the light on 23rd and
state way too fast.
On Pleasanton we ride in the street. We use the crosswalk to cross s whitewater
parkway. I get concerned we will get hit by a vehicle turning onto Pleasanton when I am
trying to get from the street to the crosswalk.
So many kids on bikes, families with strollers and dog walkers go down 32nd and have to
walk in the street with people driving way too fast. It's super uncomfortable. 30MPH is
too high of a speed limit and many people go over it. People travel on 32nd to get to
both Sunset Park and the foothills trailheads on 32nd and Ussery, those needs should
have safer right of ways.
Cars utilize this road too aggressively especially at the round-about, its difficult on a bike
to merge into traffic and feel safe.
There is always significant congestion here. It would be nice to have a route under the
bridge where bikes/peds can go straight through if headed E/W rather than having to
come out to this juncture.
Whitewater is ideal for commuting, but Fairview is not (cars are going a little faster). To
the south of where 36th Ts Fairview, on the undeveloped property that goes under the
interstate, it would be great to have a bike path continue and meet up with the
greenbelt (rather than having to travel on Fairview at a right-angle).
Please create a ramp on the sewer treatment property so that bikes can access Veterans
and head south...This would mean a bike-lane for bikes on the W side of Veterans as
well. ...is it possible to build a bikeway off the W side of the bridge? Several families
come from the North neighborhoods to ANSER Charter school and a few other schools
near Veterans and it would serve them well to have better N/S options for crossing the
river....Alternatively a pedestrian/bike bridge across the river near Willow Lane would be
ideal.
Create more straightforward access between Collister and State Street and the
Greenbelt for bikes. I have come off the Greenbelt many times to head north to Collister
and miss the linking pathway. Please add more signs or provide more straight-forward
access.
I LOVE LOVE LOVE the roundabout for bike commuting! Thank you!
Biking on 36th is pretty stressful. It seems like the road is pretty bumpy, mailboxes are
right alongside the road and there isn't a huge bikelane. It would be nice to have more
space and cleaner space...but if you make 32nd a bikeway, that would be a preference
for N/S access.
Vehicles commonly speed through this intersection and others along Madison Ave while
cutting through the neighborhood. Improvements that force drivers to slow down and
make stop signs more visible would help to improve safety.
Riding westbound on Pleasanton to Greenbelt/Quinn's Pond a bike is forced to cross
Pleasanton in front of right turning cars to access the crosswalk. I sometimes end up
riding onto the south sidewalk at 30th instead but the sidewalk is too skinny to allow
peds and bikes to use at the same time.
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23th at Pleasanton needs a crosswalk. Pleasanton is a popular ped/bike route and traffic
on 23rd is going to fast. Slow down 23rd to 25mph. Install a radar sign to show drivers
how fast they are traveling.
Need bulb outs. With parked cars, it is necessary for WB bikes and peds to enter the
street to be able to see NB cross traffic. In the mornings and evenings the traffic is steady
and it is hard to cross 23rd. Slow down to 25 mph so safer for children and ped to cross.
23rd needs traffic calming treatment. Bulb outs, chicanes, or other like West Irene or
15th Street. 23rd currently splices a neighborhood and this downtown route is going to
become even more heavily traveled with all the Main/Fairview corridor development.
This street is crucial to pedestrians. There needs to be side walks on both sides and a 20
miles/hour speed limit. It is so dangerous to be coming from any of these connector
streets (ARthur, Tamarack, 39th, Sycamore,etc.) onto Taft! Not to mention walking on
Taft itself!
We need another speed bump on ARthur street at this curve. More and more cars are
using our street to bypass the through U-turn by Albertson’s going north to Hill Road.
They are going 30 miles an hour on our street.
It would be nice to have a RRFB and Bulbouts here. This street connects to downtown
and Whitewater Park Boulevard
This street is a speedway. I had heard it was going to be turned into another Hyde Park
but right now it is just a cut through. Bulb outs and even a roundabout would provide
much needed traffic calming.
Semi Trucks, cube vans, big trucks go 45mph on this street. Possible to restrict heavy
vehicles from using this street? It is especially jarring when large vehicles speed by.
Taft street use to be a country road and is still has 'country' houses that are home to
horses and large acreage. I agree with other neighbors, it is much needed that we
prioritize pedestrian traffic making it safe for locals on foot/bike to reach our
neighborhood amenities (Library/collister). Also, please consider adding a landscaping
strip (not unsimilar to Irene st at Elm grove park) to keep the integrity of our beautiful
neighborhood. It is important to consider elements that maintain healthy communities
and not just ones that reduce commute times.
Change default signal setting to always give "walk" when the light turns green. Now, if
you fail to push the button you get closed out.
Need east-west bike/ped connections thru Garden City. Now the only routes are Chinden
(yikes) or Adams. You could just dress up Osage, and pave the short gravel portion
Good idea to give bikes an option at 15th and Fort, but I am not sure running against
one-way traffic on 15th is a good idea.
Skinny bike lane heading west on 16th disappears, forcing a merge or a sidewalk jump or
an escape onto Shoreline.
Lack of sidewalks and bike lanes on Taft Street is becoming increasingly dangerous! I see
many kids on bike, joggers and parents with strollers walking forced to walk in the
middle of the street!
Need a flashing crosswalk signal, many cars don’t stop even for flagged walkers
15&fort and over to 13 and Franklin needs a safer bike route
Need a bike only route from whitewater blvd to the greenbelt, not through boaters and
beach goers.
Replace the old asphalt paths in Veterans Zpsrk
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A well used footpath goes through the back of the Transportation property. Make it a
proper walking path please. Also an existing asphalt path leading to the parking lot needs
resurfacing.
OH: Encourage Parks Dept. to install bridges at this point to restore path around lake.
OH: When biking from north end, south on 26/27th, the light doesn't turn green until
there is a car to activate the light.
OH: Headed SB on 26th through State to 27th on your bike, there is no way to trip the
light. You have to cross to other side of street to use the crosswalk. Then you have to
cross again to get back to SB bike lane on 27th. Add a sensor or other means for cyclist to
get a light to cross State Street.
OH: Traffic signal sensors for bicycles/in bike lanes (perhaps this applied to other
intersections as well)
OH TP: Roadway is too narrow for traffic - love to see change but with the narrow area, I
am not sure how it would work. There are drainage issues and has a 'ghetto' look.
OH: Roundabout confusing at best for cyclists. Sculpture in middle reduces visibility as
drivers speed around.
OH: Nearly impossible to turn left here - as cyclist or car. Speeding cars from both sides.
OH: Crosswalk for school children
OH: Cars going too fast and rarely stop for pedestrians waiting to cross
OH: Sidewalks on east side of Pleasanton and all other streets to 24th.
OH: Sidewalks on Pleasanton - east of 27th
OH TP: Pleasanton (north side) between 26th/27th does not have sidewalk.
OH TP: Extend a bike/ped path to connect both sections of Woodlawn.
OH: Crosswalk across Main Street at 25th for ped/bike traffic to and from businesses and
new apartment housing
OH: Traffic calming on 23rd to help with the 23/Bannock intersection (crossing on 23rd)
OH: Intersection visibility along this entire route (WWP to downtown on Bannock) is
marginal at best. There are overgrown bushes/trees, large trucks/trailers parked near
corners, and construction operation that block visibility for cyclists to see drivers and vice
versa. Makes it very easy to miss seeing oncoming traffic when judging if safe to cross.
OH: Please make this small section 2-way, (or add contra-flow bike lane). This is a cyclist
"sticky point", difficult to get to cycle-friendly Grove Street.
OH TP: Would appreciate a HAWK between here for peds and cyclists. Seems like drivers
think the speed limit is 40. There is a park here and it is along a direct walk route to
Whittier.
OH: Crosswalk to line up with sidewalk on south side of Pleasanton, to be completed this
year.
OH: Crosswalk line up on 27th and Pleasanton
OH: Sidewalk on Pleasanton and 27th on south side of street
OH: Vehicles have to pull all the way out into intersection to see cross traffic. Puts
bicyclists at risk.
OH: If Pleasanton is to be a bike route, alter alternating stops to give ROW to Pleasanton
24th and 26th and 4-way stop at 25th to provide convenient, clear path.
OH: Bulbouts and crosswalk like like one near Main Library
OH: Add crosswalk across Idaho
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OH: Signalized crossing of State Street
OH: No sidewalks. No biking or walking lanes. Creates hazards to walkers and bikers.
OH: Needs sidewalk
OH: No sidewalk, walking, or biking lanes.
OH: Bulbouts for traffic calming
OH: People speed on Wylie and Alamosa. We need those ped/bike areas to keep kids
safe.
OH: Pedestrian/bike way is already owned by ACHD and should be put to intended use of
ped/bike connectivity from greenbelt/Willow Lane to Collister and vice versa. Road mix
trail from Wymosa to Wylie.
OH: An ACHD owned path exits from Alamosa to Wymosa, and is a dirt path for
pedestrian use. A similar ROW exists from Wymosa to Wylie, but a homeowner has
blocked with a sheet. We would love to see it opened!
OH TP: Pedestrian connectivity
OH: Love to see bulbouts to slow traffic coming off State Street onto Wylie/Alamosa
OH: Ped/bike connectivity from Alamosa to Willow, ACHD has this scheduled for a
connectivity car road, but in the meantime a roadmix trail would help with ped/bike
connectivity.
OH: Better bike/ped access from Willow Lane to greenbelt
OH: Very dangerous part of Taft bike/ped area.
A bike lane on both sides of State Street HWY 44 needs put in between Eagle and Boise.
Please add a crosswalk here or reconfigure intersection. There is a telephone pole that
blocks drivers view when turning and so it is already dangerous. Will be even worse once
apartments open.
Reduce speed limit on Harrison Blvd from 30mph to 20mph for pedestrian crossing
safety reasons
Considering the wide thoroughfare State has become further west at Collister and at
VMP, it is important that downtown traffic take Whitewater Park Blvd as preferred route
to/from downtown instead of 27th or 23rd, which are not built for the kind of speed as
Whitewater Park Blvd is. Funnel them away from the 4-lane bottleneck further east at
23rd.
Lack of sidewalk makes walking more difficult especially for mobility challenged.
I commute from the Pierce Park Lane area to the University, using the Greenbelt as much
as possible. I would love to have a good way to get from Veterans Parkway
(southbound) to the Greenbelt, but as it exists now it is a white-knuckle terrifying
experience to get over the bridge unless you ride on the sidewalk on the east side. that
sidewalk has enough pedestrian traffic that it deserves to be bike free, so I usually
choose another route to get to the Greenbelt.
Overland is downright scary to bike on. Please make this a priority for bike commuters.
Agree with others: cars don't stop for existing crosswalk. Need button-activated lights.
This is a thoroughfare for Whittier kids walking home and is VERY unsafe currently.
Signal needs to have a walk light that comes on everytime. Sometime it is along wait for
the singal to change with a walk light
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Why is the signal on the north side of this intersection? It makes more sense that it be on
the southside given that the Whitewater Blvd crossing is on the south and the north side
of Pleasanton has no sidewalk for a block to the east
Finish sidewalk on southside of this street only two houses are needed
Also worth noting re: Bike Lane requests along Bannock: this is the street Whittier kids
use to walk/bike to/from school, so a clearly-marked bike lane would increase safety of
our younger cyclists. It is currently difficult/unsafe for kids to bike because cars don't
give them enough space.
This intersection is a disaster waiting to happen! Low visability and cars speeding
through make it VERY unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. I live within a block and have
watched dozens of very close calls. It's scary.
Add sidewalks to Taft, the whole thing.
Adams street needs bike lanes, or something more. Drivers are aggressive, sidewalks are
narrow.
Premier route to Koelsch Elementary. make this a ped/bike/scooter friendly environment
with complete sidewalks, bike markings in the road.
Add ped/bike signal here. Access from Ustick to Greenbelt via this street should be
easier!
Protect this bike lane. Traffic is increasing, curvy road has drivers driving into bike lane.
Better ped crossing!
add crosswalk!
Very unsafe crossing for cyclists which forces them to ride against traffic. The signal takes
forever to change, especially during rush hour.
Need crosswalk button accessible for cyclists. impossible to cross during morning or
evening rush hours without using crosswalk.
improve greenbelt entrance. a paved path would prevent goatheads.
This intersection needs a 4-way stop. Cars never stop for pedestrians here, lots of foot
traffic. Many near misses here every day.
This intersection is a nightmare if you're not in a car.
OH: Bulbouts and crosswalks
OH: Crosswalk across Main on the east side of the intersection
OH: Crosswalk buttons at all four corners of Fairview intersection
OH: Additional signalized crossing on the south side of Pleasanton intersection to line up
with planned sidewalk extension of south side of Pleasanton between 26th and 27th and
with Whitewater Park Boulevard crossing further down Pleasanton. (A 'signalized
crossing' is not a full traffic signal; its like the light at Whitewater Park Boulevard and
Pleasanton, or the yellow flashing lights at River and 8th.
OH: Additional crosswalk to line up with sidewalk on north side of Pleasanton and with
path along north side of Quinns Pond to improve safety for cyclists and pedestrians.
this pedestrian ramp could be updated. Diagonal ramp with no dome on the SW corner
of the intersection
Some form of crosswalk across State Street is needed here. I have watched several
pedestrians attempt to cross here and it is a dangerous situation in low light conditions.
Crossing 15th and/or turning onto 15 is super stressful.
This is a really tough intersection for walkers
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I live on this corner and see so many near accidents. Drivers going too fast and/or
ignoring the stop sign on 21st. This is a very busy area for pedestrians, bikes and there is
also a special education preschool 1 block away. This area is an accident waiting to
happen.
I've almost been t-boned at this intersection so many times. Needs to be a 4 way stop!
Jefferson is the easiest ways to bike/walk to the East End from this area. It needs to be
bike and pedestrian friendly all the way across town!
Crossing here is like frogger. This needs to be a lighted pedestrian crossing/crosswalk.
Blind corner. Needs a 4 way stop.
This is a very busy street and very narrow. One side of the street needs to have no
parking so the street can flow better. Right now someone has to wait if there are two
cars.
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Figure 4-1. Recommended Projects

INTEGRATED FIVE-YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
This method is used to rank pedestrian crossing projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For bike and pedestrian facility projects, please see the separate and
corresponding prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadways,
pending direction from the ACHD Commission. A total of 100 points is available for each project. Projects are then
ranked according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
This criterion considers the average daily traffic (ADT) for streets. Streets with higher traffic volumes have a greater
need for safe pedestrian crossings because of higher potential for serious accidents. The ADT for the primary street
to be crossed is to be evaluated against this criterion.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
0 – 4,999 ADT
5,000 – 8,999 ADT
9,000 – 11,999 ADT
12,000 – 14,999 ADT
15,000 – 19,999 ADT
20,000+ ADT

T2. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate pedestrian crossing within close proximity to schools (i.e., K-12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.
Points
0
3

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>1 and <=1.5 miles of a school

6
9
12
15

>0.5 and <1 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

T3. CROSSING DISTANCE
This criterion considers the number of lanes a pedestrian must cross before reaching the other side of the
roadway. Wider roadways provide more potential conflict points of exposure for the pedestrian and therefore
enhanced crossing treatments would be a higher priority on these facilities.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Crossing on a 2 lane roadway
Crossing on a 3 lane roadway
Crossing on a 4 lane roadway
Crossing on a 5 or more lane roadway

T4. SPEED LIMITS
There is a higher likelihood of severe injury or fatality in crashes occurring where vehicles are travelling at a higher
rate of speed. Pedestrian crossing enhancements are intended to draw attention to and provide some level of
protection for pedestrians.
Points
3
7
11
15

Criteria
Crossing of a roadway with a 20 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 25 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 30 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 35 MPH or higher posted speed limit

T5. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATIONS
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including large-scale commercial areas (i.e grocery
stores, malls, etc.), major event centers (i.e stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and
transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries, city halls, museums, and parks.
Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within ½-mile of identified destinations.
Within ½-mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼-mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼-mile of two identified destinations.
Within ¼-mile of three identified destinations.

T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% - 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% - 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups

PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non-ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right-of-way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non-ACHD resources available
1% - 10% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
11% - 20% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
21% - 30% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
31% - 40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right-of-way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the

public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within that
effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.

Points
1
4
7
10

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
=
𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

Criteria
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
nd
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2 highest quartile
nd
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2 lowest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile

INTEGRATED FIVE-YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – PEDESTRIAN PROJECTS
This method is used to rank pedestrian projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For bike and crossing projects, please see the separate and corresponding
prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadways, pending
direction from the ACHD Commission. A total of 100 points is available for each project. Projects are then ranked
according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
This criterion considers the average daily traffic (ADT) for streets. Streets with higher traffic volumes have a greater
need for safe pedestrian facilities because of higher potential for serious accidents.
Points
0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

Criteria
0 – 249 ADT
250 – 999 ADT
1,000 – 1,999 ADT
2,000 – 4,999 ADT
5,000 – 9,999 ADT
10,000 – 14,999 ADT
15,000 – 19,999 ADT
20,000 – 24,999 ADT
25,000+ ADT

T2. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate pedestrian facility within close proximity to schools (i.e., K-12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.

Points
0
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>1 and <=1.5 miles of a school
>0.5 and <1 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

T3. EXISTING PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
This criterion considers the existing surfaces that can be utilized by pedestrians. Areas without a sidewalk have the
highest priority. For the purposes of this criteria, an asphalt pathway with separation or shoulder with extruded
curb are counted the same as a sidewalk.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Existing pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
Local or collector road with existing pedestrian facilities on one side of the road
Arterial road with existing pedestrian facilities on one side of the road
Local or collector road with gaps in the pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
Arterial road with gaps in the pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
No existing pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road

T4. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) ATTRIBUTES
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that where pedestrian facilities exist, they be accessible for all
users regardless of if they has a disability or not. Providing a new pedestrian facility where it does not now exist
would expand accessibility, however, it may not forward ACHD’s efforts to bring the pedestrian network into ADA
full compliance. For this reason, this criterion prioritizes existing facilities deemed non-compliant above new
facilities. Rankings in this category rely on information from ACHD’s Pedestrian Transition Plan (PTP).
Points
0
2
5
8
10

Criteria
Existing pedestrian facilities are ADA compliant
No existing pedestrian facilities
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non-compliant and ranked low priority in the PTP.
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non-compliant and ranked medium priority in the PTP.
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non-compliant and ranked high priority in the PTP.

T5. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATION
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including large-scale commercial areas (i.e grocery
stores, malls, etc.), major event centers (i.e stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and
transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries, city halls, museums, and parks.

Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within ½-mile of identified destinations.
Within ½-mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼-mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼-mile of two identified destinations.
Within ¼-mile of three identified destinations.

T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% - 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% - 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups

PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non-ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right-of-way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non-ACHD resources available
1% - 10% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
11% - 20% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
21% - 30% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
31% - 40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right-of-way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the

public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within that
effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.

Points
1
4
7
10

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
=
𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

Criteria
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
nd
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2 highest quartile
nd
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2 lowest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile

Community Programs Bicycle Prioritization Criteria

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA
The following criteria will be used to prioritize bicycle projects for programming into the Ada
County Highway District (ACHD) Integrated Five-Year Work Program (IFYWP) in the Community
Programs category. Future neighborhood plans will also use these criteria for prioritizing bicycle
projects.
Technical criteria are presented first. Programming criteria are then described in the final page
attached here. Programming criteria are the same for all Community Programs projects currently.
It is expected that ACHD will be adding a criterion for whether a project is identified in a
neighborhood plan to the Programming criteria.

Technical Criteria
The following criteria are used to assess projects from a technical perspective. A maximum of 65 points
is possible from these criteria.

Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network Build-out (15 points possible)
The Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network will provide important connections across
neighborhoods that are suitable for a wide range of people. The regional network will link up local
connections to provide access between neighborhoods and to popular destinations. Therefore,
building out the regional network is a priority to ACHD and projects that build out the network are
given highest priority. Projects that augment the regional network by either connecting to the
network or by building out the supporting local network are also awarded points in this category.
It is ACHD’s goal to provide a bike network that is usable to a wide range of people. Only projects
that meet this goal by implementing appropriate facilities, using ACHD’s Bicycle Facility Selection
Matrix, are awarded points in this category (i.e., a project providing a Level 2 facility on a road that
should have a Level 3 facility is not awarded any points).
0

Project recommends a treatment type not in conformance with the facility selection matrix.

3

Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified
in the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.

6

Project will provide a Level 1 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in
the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
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9

Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in
the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.

12

Project will provide a Level 1 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.

15

Project will implement a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway
Network.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway
map to determine the possible points. Then, review the proposed project against the
Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix to confirm the appropriate facility type is identified.
Connectivity Related to Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network (15 points possible)
This criterion focuses on creating a complete network by closing gaps, providing new facilities, and/or
removing barriers. Priority is given to projects that connect between routes shown on the Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway Network map.
0

Project does not connect/extend any existing or planned routes or low-stress bikeways.

1

Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of an existing low-stress
bikeway.

3

Project will provide a Level 1 facility parallel and within 1/4 mile of an existing or future Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway.

6

Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of a future Regional LowStress Bikeway.

9

Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway that does not connect to another existing
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.

12

Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway perpendicular and connecting to an existing
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.

15

Project will connect 2 or more existing Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway
map to determine the possible points. This may be most easily completed in GIS software
in order to measure distance.

ACHD Community Programs
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Distance to School (15 points possible)
Projects that provide an appropriate network within close proximity to schools (i.e., K-12 schools and
colleges/universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create
safe routes to schools. Distance to School is given more weight than other criterion because schools
are a generator of activity and are a high priority for ACHD and partner cities.
0

No schools within 1.5 mile

6

>0.5 and <=1.5 miles of a school

9

>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school

12

<=0.25 mile of a school

15

Project directly connects to a school.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network
and school locations to determine the highest score that would be possible (e.g., if a project
directly connects to one school and is also within 1 mile of another school, the project
would receive 15 points). Distance measurements should be based on the actual travel
distance to the school from the project and not on the straight line (i.e., “as the crow flies”)
distance. This measurement can be readily accomplished using the Network Analyst
extension in ArcMap software.
Distance to Civic Facilities/Transit/Commercial Destinations (15 points possible)
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including commercial areas, civic
facilities, community centers, and transit routes. Civic facilities include libraries, city halls, and parks.
0

Not within 1-mile of identified destinations.

2

Within 1-mile of one identified destination.

5

Within ½-mile of one identified destination.

10

Within ½-mile of two identified destinations.

15

Within ½-mile of at least three identified destinations.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network
and a set of identified commercial destinations (e.g., COMPASS maintains a dataset of
identified commercial and civic destinations, City of Boise Activity Centers). Distance
measurements should be based on the actual travel distance to the destinations from the

ACHD Community Programs
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project and not on the straight line (i.e., “as the crow flies”) distance. This measurement
can be readily accomplished using the Network Analyst extension in ArcMap software.
Demographic Data (5 points possible)
Providing a bicycle network for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than
vehicles is very important. The transportation dependent population index is percentage of the
transportation population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent
population includes residents on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with
income under 200% of the poverty level, with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles.
All census block groups in Ada County were evaluated.
1

Serves census block group with a transportation disadvantaged index in the bottom 25% of Ada
County census block groups.

3

Serves census block group with a transportation disadvantaged index lower than 50% of other
Ada County census block groups, and higher than the bottom 25%.

4

Serves census block group with a transportation disadvantaged index higher than 50% of other
Ada County census block groups, and lower than the top 25%.

5

Serves census block group with a transportation disadvantaged index in the top 25% of Ada
County census block groups.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the locations where residents
with transportation dependent characteristics live, as calculated using the transportation
dependent population (TDP) index. This index is calculated for each Census block group in
Ada County using data from the most recent American Community Survey as follows:
TDP Index by Census block group = (Number of residents over 65 years old + number of
residents under 18 years old + number of residents in poverty + (number of Households
without vehicle * average number of people in Ada County household) + number of
residents disabled) / Total Population of Ada County
If a proposed project overlaps with more than one Census block group, it is scored based
on the Census block group with the highest TDP index. This analysis may be most easily
completed in GIS software.

ACHD Community Programs
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INTEGRATED FIVE-YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – BIKE FACILITY PROJECTS
This method is used to rank bike facility projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For pedestrian facility and crossing projects, please see the separate and
corresponding prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadways,
pending direction from the ACHD Commission. A total of 100 points is available for each project. Projects are then
ranked according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. REGIONAL LOW-STRESS BIKEWAY NETWORK BUILDOUT
The Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network will provide important connections across neighborhoods that are
suitable for a wide range of people. The regional network will link up local connections to provide access between
neighborhoods and to popular destinations. Therefore, building out the regional network is a priority to ACHD and
projects that build out the network are given highest priority. Projects that augment the regional network by either
connecting to the network or by building out the supporting local network are also awarded points in this
category. It is ACHD’s goal to provide a bike network that is usable to a wide range of people. Only projects that
meet this goal by implementing appropriate facilities, using ACHD’s Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix, are awarded
points in this category (i.e., a project providing a Level 2 facility on a road that should have a Level 3 facility is not
awarded any points).
Points
0
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
Project recommends a treatment type not in conformance with the facility selection matrix.
Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will implement a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway map to
determine the possible points. Then, review the proposed project against the Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix to
confirm the appropriate facility type is identified.
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T2. CONNECTIVITY RELATED TO REGIONAL LOW-STRESS BIKEWAY NETWORK
This criterion focuses on creating a complete network by closing gaps, providing new facilities, and/or removing
barriers. Priority is given to projects that connect between routes shown on the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway
Network map.
Points
0
1
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
Project does not connect/extend any existing or planned routes or low-stress bikeways.
Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of an existing low-stress bikeway.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility parallel and within 1/4 mile of an existing or future Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway.
Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of a future Regional Low-Stress
Bikeway.
Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway that does not connect to another existing
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.
Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway perpendicular and connecting to an existing
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.
Project will connect 2 or more existing Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway map to
determine the possible points. This may be most easily completed in GIS software in order to measure distance.

T3. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate bike network within close proximity to schools (i.e., K-12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.
Points
0
6
9
12
15

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>0.5 and <=1.5 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network and school
locations to determine the highest score that would be possible (e.g., if a project directly connects to one school
and is also within 1 mile of another school, the project would receive 20 points). Distance measurements should be
based on the actual travel distance to the school from the project and not on the straight line distance.

T4. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATIONS
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including commercial areas, major event centers (i.e
stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries,
city halls, museums, and parks.
Adopted February 28, 2018
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Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within 1-mile of identified destinations.
Within 1-mile of one identified destination.
Within ½-mile of one identified destination.
Within ½-mile of two identified destinations.
Within ½-mile of three identified destinations.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network and a set of
identified commercial destinations (e.g., COMPASS maintains a dataset of identified commercial and civic
destinations, City of Boise Activity Centers). Distance measurements should be based on the actual travel distance
to the destinations from the project and not on the straight line (i.e., “as the crow flies”) distance. This
measurement can be readily accomplished using the Network Analyst extension in ArcMap software.

T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% - 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% - 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the locations where residents with
transportation dependent characteristics live, as calculated using the transportation dependent population (TDP)
index. This index is calculated for each Census block group in Ada County using data from the most recent
American Community Survey as follows:
TDP Index by Census block group = (Number of residents over 65 years old + number of residents under 18 years
old + number of residents in poverty + (number of Households without vehicle * average number of people in Ada
County household) + number of residents disabled) / Total Population of Ada County
If a proposed project overlaps with more than one Census block group, it is scored based on the Census block
group with the highest TDP index. This analysis may be most easily completed in GIS software.
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PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non-ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right-of-way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non-ACHD resources available
1% - 10% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
11% - 20% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
21% - 30% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
31% - 40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right-of-way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one
agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the
Adopted February 28, 2018
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public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within
that effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.

Points
1
4
7
10

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
=
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

Criteria
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd highest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd lowest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile

Adopted February 28, 2018
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ACHD Bicycle
Facility Definitions
The following definitions are accompanied by the Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix. Both the definitions and
matrix are meant to be guidance for District staff in selection of a bicycle facility type that fits the context of
the road in question and is comfortable for cyclists of a wide range of ages and abilities. Special consideration
should be given to adjacent schools, parks, and other land use types that may affect how the facility will be
used. This may result in selecting a higher level of protection if the roadway in question falls within a grey
boundary between levels in the Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix. Consideration should also be given to the
ability to maintain a specific bike facility, the effects of on-street parking, effects on adjacent transit stops,
driveways spacing, and drainage implications.

1
2

LOW-STRESS BIKEWAYS – A designation for a street with low volumes and speeds where
motorists and bicyclists share the same space. Traffic calming and other treatments along corridors
may be used to manage speeds and volumes, creating an environment that is comfortable for a
wide range of ages and abilities. Low-stress bikeways utilize appropriate crossing treatments at
intersecting arterials and collectors, per Traffic’s crossing treatment matrix. The desirable range of
traffic volumes for a low stress bikeway is ≤ 1,500 ADT, but may be up to 3,000 ADT for connections
in constrained situations. The desirable speed range is ≤ 25 mph. Sharrows may be used in
conjunction with signage to aid cyclists in navigating jogs/turns in the bikeway.
SHOULDER BIKE LANE – A bike facility meant primarily to accommodate long distance
recreational and commuter cyclists, typically in rural or suburban fringe locations. Typical width is
5’ of pavement with no curb or gutter. Typical speeds are up to 40 mph and volumes are less than
15,000 ADT.
CONVENTIONAL BIKE LANE – A bike facility meant to accommodate a wide range of ages and
abilities on urban and suburban arterial and collector roadways. Minimum width is 5’ of pavement
exclusive of the adjacent gutter, but may need to be up to 6’ if adjacent parking activity is allowed.
Typical speeds are up to 35 mph and typical volumes are less than 15,000 ADT.

3

3

BUFFERED BIKE LANE – A bike facility meant to accommodate a wide range of ages and abilities
on busier and faster urban and suburban arterial and collector roadways. Width of bike lane is 5’
of pavement, exclusive of the adjacent gutter, and includes a painted buffer of 2’-3’ between bike
lane and vehicle lane. Typical speeds are above 25 mph and typical volumes are greater than
3,000 ADT.
PROTECTED BIKE LANE – A facility meant to accommodate a wide range of ages and abilities on
busier and faster urban and suburban arterial and collector roadways. Width of bike lane is 5’-7’
of pavement, exclusive of adjacent gutter, and includes a buffer or at least 3’ in width between
the bike lane and travel lane. The buffer area also includes a measure for protection, which may
include 30” candles, curbing, planters (license agreement with another agency may be required),
or parking. If parking is used as a buffer, passenger side door swing must be taken into account as

3

well as restrictions on parking to allow for adequate sight distance at driveways and side streets.
Typical speeds are above 25 mph and typical volumes are greater than 15,000 ADT.
RAISED BIKE LANE – A bike facility meant to accommodate a wide range of ages and abilities on
busier and faster urban and suburban arterial and collector roadways. Minimum width of bike
lane should be 5’ of pavement. Lane should be raised above the adjacent travel way approximately
3” and separated from traffic by a 4:1 mountable curb, as well as from the sidewalk by a 3” curb.
Typical speeds are above 25 mph and typical volumes are 15,000 ADT or more. Raised bike lanes
are not appropriate on roadways with frequent commercial driveways.
CYCLE TRACK – A two-way facility exclusively for bikes meant to accommodate a wide range of
ages and abilities on busier and faster urban and suburban arterial and collector roadways. Cycle
tracks are not advised as a substitute for bike lanes if frequent access to the bike facility is needed
from land uses on both sides of the roadways. Width of facility is 10’-12’ and may or may not
be raised above the roadway. A buffer of at least 2’-3’ must be included between the cycle track
and adjacent travel lane. Special attention must be paid to protected intersection and driveway
treatments to address crossing angles, corner radii, and queuing area for bikes and pedestrians.
Typical speeds are ≥ 35 mph and typical volumes are 15,000 ADT or more.
MULTI-USE PATHWAY – A two-way facility meant to accommodate a wide range of ages and
abilities, as well as pedestrians, on busier and faster urban and suburban arterial and collector
roadway. Multi-use pathways are not advised as a substitute for sidewalks and bike lanes if
frequent access to the facility is needed from land uses on both sides of the roadways. Width of
facility should be 14’ or larger to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians and should be separated
from the roadway by a buffer of at least 2-3’. Special attention must be paid to protected
intersection and driveway treatments to address crossing angles, corner radii, and queuing areas
for bikes and pedestrians. Typical speeds of adjacent roadway are ≥ 35 mph and typical volumes
are ≥ 15,000 ADT.

Bike Facility Matrix
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◦ Shoulder Bike Lane
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◦ Buﬀered Bike Lane
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